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9th June 2022

MEETING OF CLIMATE AND CITY RESILIENCE COMMITTEE

Dear Councillor
The above-named Committee will meet in the Council Chamber and remotely via
Microsoft Teams on Thursday, 9th June, 2022 at 5.15 pm, for the transaction of the
business noted below.
You are requested to attend.
Yours faithfully

JOHN WALSH
Chief Executive

AGENDA:
1.

Routine matters
(i)

Apologies

(ii)

Minutes

(iii) Declarations of Interest
2.

Presentation from Lisa-Dee Collery of the Shared Island Unit followed by Q&A
(Pages 1 - 32)

3.

Belfast Stories update including Geothermal Feasibility Study (Pages 33 - 40)

4.

Belfast Net Carbon Roadmap Report (Pages 41 - 72)

5.

Recap on suggestions for future meetings
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Agenda Item 2

Shared Island initiative - overview
PfG commitment : “working with all communities and traditions on the island
to build consensus around a shared future, underpinned by the Good Friday
Agreement.”
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Whole of Government approach setting out a broad, positive, practical and
inclusive agenda to harness full potential of the GFA and affirming the
commitments made by the Irish Government under the New Decade New
Approach agreement.
Working through all-island partnerships and in cooperation with the NI
Executive, UK Government, Local Authorities and others to address shared
challenges and take up opportunities on a cross-border basis.
Shared Island unit in D/Taoiseach is a driver and coordinator for the initiative,
working with line Departments and Agencies.

Shared Island initiative - three strands of work
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. Building a shared island:
• Delivering PfG investment commitments: Ulster Canal, Narrow
Water Bridge, A5 road upgrade, N/S Research Programme.
• Developing new of N/S projects connected to strategic issues for the
island as a whole in the decade ahead – Shared Island Local
Authority Development Funding Scheme.
• National Development Plan 2021 - Shared Island dimension:
investment objectives across a range of sectors for a “more
connected, more sustainable, more prosperous island”.

i. Dialogue and engagement:
• Shared Island Dialogue series: civic dialogue with Taoiseach and
Government Ministers engaging with all communities and political
traditions on key issues for a shared future on the island.

hared Island initiative - three areas of work
iii. Research:
• To provide high quality evidence and analysis on opportunities and
challenges around deepening cooperation and connection on the island.
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• Focus on:
 Promotion of all-island approaches to the strategic challenges.
 Strengthening social, economic and political links on the island.
• Working with National Economic and Social Council; ESRI; Irish Research
Council; other research partners.

Shared Island Fund
• Budget2021: Shared Island Fund - €500m capital fund from 2021-25, ring-fenced
for collaborative North/South projects, to implement PfG commitments and
objectives on Shared Island.
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• Reviewed National Development Plan, October 2021: Shared Island Fund
extended and increased to €1bn to 2030
• Key criteria for allocations from the Shared Island Fund include:
Capital funding;
Clear North/South or all-island basis to a project, with strategic impact;
Delivering on Shared Island commitments and objectives in PfG and NDP;
Collaborative approach with NI partner;

Shared Island Fund
• Allocations from SIF are made by the Government to policy lead
Departments to take forward North/South projects in collaborative, cofunding approaches with the Northern Ireland Executive, UK Government,
and cross-border Local Authority initiatives.
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• Merits of proposed new North/South projects are assessed by the relevant
policy lead Government Department in the first instance.
• In assessing a project, a Department will consider if an allocation from the
Shared Island Fund should be sought.
• Specific funding calls will be opened for certain programmes in cooperation
with line Departments and Agencies.

Shared Island Fund – Allocations to date
• Shared Island Local Authority Development Funding Scheme - €5m to
support the progression of new joint cross-border or all-island investment
projects by Local Authorities North and South.
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• North South Research Programme – over €37m allocated in the first
funding call supporting collaborative North/South research projects.
• Narrow Water Bridge - €3m to bring the project to tender stage.
• Ulster Canal - €7m to deliver Phase 2 of the project and enable feasibility
to be undertaken for Phase 3.

Building a shared island:
• Shared Island Fund enabling
progress with delivery of PfG
commitments:
i.
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ii.

Shared Island Local Authority
Development Funding Scheme: April 2022
- €5m in funding announced to support the
progression of new joint cross-border or
all-island investment projects by Local
Authorities North and South. Allocations to
be announced in the autumn.
North South Research Programme:
Launched July 2021 with first allocations
announced March 2022 -Taoiseach and
Minister for Further and Higher Education,
Research, Innovation and Science awarded
over €37m to 62 successful projects which
support the deepening of links between
higher education institutions, researchers
and research communities on the island.
The scope and scale of the second call is
under active consideration.

Building a shared island:
iii.

iv.
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v.

Narrow Water Bridge: June 2021 Taoiseach joined by NI Minister for
Infrastructure announced €3m from
SIF to progress project to tender
stage.
All-Island Strategic Rail review:
April 2021 - launched jointly by the
Minister for Transport and NI
Minister for Infrastructure.
Ulster Canal: April 2021 - Phase 2
restoration progressed with
allocation of €6 million from SIF,
€5.6m from Rural Regeneration
Development Fund. SIF provided €1
million for development work on
Phase 3 of the project.

Revised National Development Plan
• Launched by Government in October
2021.
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• Includes a significant Shared Island
dimension setting new investment
objectives across virtually all sectors.
• Commits €3.5bn for collaborative
cross-border investment over the
next decade.
• Shared Island Fund doubled to €1bn
to 2030.
• Govt to work through all-island
partnerships for a more connected,
sustainable and prosperous island.

National Development Plan – All Island Partnerships
• Work through cross-border and allisland partnerships to co-design, cofund and co-deliver projects under
the investment priorities set out;
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• NDP recognises the record, capacity
and future objectives of cross-border
Local Authority initiatives such as
such as the Dublin Belfast Economic
Corridor to identify and take forward
cross-border projects & harness the
full potential of border regions;

A more connected island
Connectivity of infrastructure, systems and people:
encompassing transport, tourism & recreation, public
services as well as culture, arts and heritage.
Priorities include:
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 Creating an island-wide greenway network, linking
the Atlantic coast with the Eastern seaboard through
greenway projects across the border region;
 Enhanced rail connectivity taking account of the allisland strategic rail review to be completed in 2022.
An early priority is the introduction of an hourly rail
service on the Dublin-Belfast line;
 Developing new cross-border built and natural
heritage initiatives, including a focus on the culture
and heritage of minority communities in the border
counties;
 Completion of all Phases of the Ulster Canal and
Narrow Water Bridge projects, and the A5 upgrade.

A more sustainable island
Well coordinated North/South approaches fundamental to effective policy
and public investment actions on climate and environment.
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Priorities include:
Coordinated investment to roll-out EV charging networks across the island;
Climate action funding to take up opportunities for effective cross-border
climate action partnerships and interventions, including exploring crossborder approaches on renewable energy and biodiversity;
Investing for an all-island circular economy;
Cooperation on preservation of coastal regions, marine resources and
investment in river basin management and water infrastructure.

A more prosperous island
Coordinated investment for a regionally-balanced and prosperous island.
Priorities include:
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Delivering the new €40m North/South research programme and the creation
of new all-island research centres;
Building on the success of the Border and Regional Enterprise Development
Funds and the Regional Enterprise Plans to promote and facilitate enterprise
development on a cross-border basis;
Supporting cross-border approaches to attract investment, including through
the Dublin Belfast Economic Corridor initiative;
Working with the Executive on North-South tourism initiatives.

Funding for NDP Programme
• National Development Plan total all-island investment commitment of
more than €3.5billion.
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• This is delivered through:
Extended Shared Island Fund (€1bn);
Government’s annual funding for North/South cooperation (€1,4bn);
Project Ireland 2040 funds;
PEACE PLUS programme (€1bn+) - delivered with the EU, UK and NI Executive.

Priorities for 2022
• Awards from the Shared Island Local Authority Development Funding
scheme to be allocated in Q3 2022;
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• Cross-border investment in EV charging networks;
• Funding call for cross-border community climate action partnerships;
• Scheme for cross-border enterprise development;
• New funding scheme for all-island civil society engagement.

Shared Island unit

Thank you
For more information find us on:
www.gov.ie/sharedisland
email sharedisland@taoiseach.gov.ie to join our mailing list
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Chapter 17:
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Overview
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17.1 Policy Context
Delivery to Date
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Shared Island
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All-island
partnerships
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All–Island partnerships
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omu;v;-u1_-m77;;Ѵorl;m|ķ-m7|ol;;|vhbѴѴv
m;;7vĺ);1-m1oѴѴ;1ঞ;Ѵ;m_-m1;|_; 
-u-1ঞ;m;vvo=|_;bvѴ-m7-v-_oѴ;ķr-uঞ1Ѵ-uѴ
0ou7;uu;]bomvķ7;Ѵb;ubm]]oo7fo0v-m7vrrouঞm]
b7;uu;]bom-Ѵ;m|;urubv;7;;Ѵorl;m|ĺ

$_;v;o0f;1ঞ;v;lr_-vbv;|_;blrou|-m1;o=
1oor;u-ঞomb|_|_; ;1ঞ;ĸvrrouঞm]1uovvŊ
0ou7;uu;]bom-Ѵ1oor;u-ঞom-|Ѵo1-Ѵ-|_oub|Ѵ;;Ѵvĸ
ouhbm]b|_|_;&o;uml;m|ĸ-m7ķ_-um;vvbm]
|_;orrou|mbঞ;vo=ou &;l0;uv_br|ol;;|
v_-u;7rѴ-mmbm]1_-ѴѴ;m];vom|_;bvѴ-m7o=u;Ѵ-m7ĺ
$_;v;roѴb1o0f;1ঞ;vbѴѴ1omঞm;|o]b7;|_;
approach to planning and investment on a shared
bvѴ-m70-vbvm7;u|_;u;b;;7 ĺ
$_; u-l;ouh=ouoŊor;u-ঞomom"r-ঞ-Ѵ"|u-|;]b;v
between Ireland and Northern Ireland also provides
-v|uom]0-vbv=ou1uovvŊ0ou7;uouhbm]ķ-m7bѴѴ
0;r7-|;7-m7u;b;;7-vu;tbu;7ĺ$_;u;Ѵ-|;7
programme of support for cross-border working
0;|;;mѴo1-Ѵ-|_oubঞ;vomv|-||ourѴ-mmbm]
l-;uvvrrouঞm];mbuoml;m|-Ѵ1omvb7;u-ঞomvbѴѴ
0;1omঞm;7ĺ

&m7;u|_;v|u-|;]b1bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;v=ou-
"_-u;7vѴ-m7ķ|_;o;uml;m|bѴѴouh|o7;;Ѵor
and deliver joint and coordinated investments
b|_|_;ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;ķ|_;&
o;uml;m|ķb|_Ѵo1-Ѵ-|_oub|r-u|m;uvķ-m7-v
-1ollb;7;l0;u"|-|;o=|_; uor;-m&mbom
|ou;-Ѵbv;Ĺ
lou;1omm;1|;7bvѴ-m7Ĺbm1Ѵ7bm];m_-m1;7
1omm;1ঞb|0u-bѴķuo-7-m7-buĸѴ-m7l-uhruof;1|v
bm1Ѵ7bm]|_;&Ѵv|;u-m-Ѵķ-uuo)-|;uub7];
-m7-mbvѴ-m7Ŋb7;]u;;m-m;|ouhĸ7;;r;u
bm|;u-1ঞomo=;-Ѵ|_-m7 71-ঞomv;1|ouvĸ-m7ķ
bm;v|l;m|bm7b;uv;_;ub|-];ķ-u|vķ1Ѵ|u;ķvrou|v
-m71ollmb|1omm;1ঞomvĺ
lou;vv|-bm-0Ѵ;bvѴ-m7Ĺbm1Ѵ7bm]v|u-|;]b1-ѴѴŊ
bvѴ-m7bm=u-v|u1|u;=ou;m;u]|u-mv=oul-ঞomķ
v1_-v|_;ou|_ņ"o|_m|;u1omm;1|ouĸ-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7
-1ঞom|o|-1hѴ;1Ѵbl-|;1_-m];ķruo|;1|0bo7b;uvb|
-m7;r-m7|_;1bu1Ѵ-u;1omolĸ-m71omv;ubm]
|_;1ollom-|;uķ1o-v|-Ѵ-m7l-ubm;u;vou1;vo=
|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
lou;ruovr;uovbvѴ-m7Ĺ|-hbm]rorrou|mbঞ;v
|o_-um;vv-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7u;v;-u1_-m7bmmo-ঞom
ro|;mঞ-Ѵĸ;m-0Ѵ;bvѴ-m7Ŋb7;vrrѴ1_-bmvĸvrrou|
_b]_;u-m7=u|_;u;71-ঞombmvঞ|ঞomvbml;;ঞm]
|_;=|u;vhbѴѴvm;;7vo=|_;bvѴ-m7-v-_oѴ;ĸ-m7ķ
1_-lrbombm];m|;urubv;7;;Ѵorl;m|ķbm;v|l;m|
ruoloঞom-m7vv|-bm-0Ѵ;|oubvl]uo|_-1uovv
|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ

;Ѵb;ub|_|_;ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;
u-l0bঞombv|oouh1Ѵov;Ѵb|_|_;ou|_;um
u;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;|o-7-m1;-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7bm;v|l;m|
o0f;1ঞ;vm7;u|_;u;b;;7 ĺ
$_; ;1ঞ;Ľvm;v|l;m|"|u-|;]=ouou|_;um
u;Ѵ-m7bv1uu;m|Ѵ0;bm]r7-|;7ĺ$_;u;bvro|;mঞ-Ѵ
for considerable alignment of public investment
ruboubঞ;vķou|_-m7"o|_om|_;bvѴ-m7bm
|_;7;1-7;-_;-7ķbm1Ѵ7bm]om1Ѵbl-|;-1ঞomĸ
7b]bঞv-ঞomĸvv|-bm-0Ѵ;|u-mvrou|1omm;1ঞb|ĸ-m7ķ
0-Ѵ-m1;7u;]bom-Ѵ7;;Ѵorl;m|ĺ
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$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴouhb|_|_;&o;uml;m|
-m7|_; ;1ঞ;|ob7;mঞ=orrou|mbঞ;v=ou
coordinated investments that deliver on shared
o0f;1ঞ;v|o|_;0;m;C|o=|_;v;bvѴ-m7vĺ

$_;u;-u;1Ѵ;-uorrou|mbঞ;v=oulou;1o_;u;m|ķ
;L1b;m|-m7blr-1Ѵ-1ঞomv|o7;Ѵb;uomv_-u;7
]o-Ѵv=ou|_;|o7lbmbv|u-ঞomvom|_;bvѴ-m7
|_uo]_1oou7bm-|;7-m7fobm|bm;v|l;m|ķ_b1_
o@;uvorrou|mbঞ;v|oĹ

v|uom]-m7u;=u;v_;7ubঞv_Ŋubv_u;Ѵ-ঞomv_br
=ou|_;rov|Ŋu;b|1om|;|bv-mblrou|-m|ruboub|
in support of the peace process and peace and
ruovr;ub|om|_;v;bvѴ-m7vĺ

• take up advantages of investment at scale at an
-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7Ѵ;;Ѵĸ
• 1ol0bm;1olrѴ;l;m|-u1-r-1bঞ;vķou|_-m7
"o|_ĸ
• _-um;vv|_;=ѴѴro|;mঞ-Ѵo=0ou7;uu;]bomvĸ-m7ķ
• coordinate and enhance transport and other
1omm;1ঞb|-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
m-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7r;uvr;1ঞ;1-m-Ѵvo-vvbv|bml;;ঞm]
vhbѴѴv-m7Ѵ-0oul-uh;|7;l-m7vbm0o|_fubv7b1ঞomvķ
connected to public investment and wider economic
7;;Ѵorl;m|bm|_;7;1-7;-_;-7ĺ

Box 17.2: North West
Strategic Growth Partnership

In progressing NDP Shared Island investment
ruboubঞ;vķ|_;o;uml;m|bѴѴouhb|_|_;
;1ঞ;|oruv;|_;v;orrou|mbঞ;vbmr0Ѵb1
bm;v|l;m|rѴ-mmbm]-m77;Ѵb;uĺ
$_;o;uml;m|-m7 ;1ঞ;_-;ouh;7
|o];|_;uo;u|_;Ѵ-v||o7;1-7;vķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_uo]_
|_;ou|_"o|_bmbv|;ub-Ѵom1bѴ-m7|_;ouh
o=|_;ou|_"o|_lrѴ;l;m|-ঞomo7b;vķ|ol-h;
l|-ѴѴŊ0;m;C1b-Ѵfobm|bm;v|l;m|v=ou|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
$_;v;bm1Ѵ7;|_;!-7bo|_;u-r&mb|-|Ѵ|m-];Ѵbm
ovrb|-Ѵĸ|_;b77Ѵ;|om;m|u;=ouঞvlĸ
vrrouঞm]1uovvŊ0ou7;u;m|;urubv;7;;Ѵorl;m|ĸ-m7ķ
ruoloঞm]-0uo-7|_;ouѴ7Ŋ1Ѵ-vv|oubvlo@;ubm]o=
|_;bvѴ-m7o=u;Ѵ-m7ĺ
$_;"_-u;7vѴ-m7bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;vm7;u|_;
reviewed NDP provide a framework for building on
|_bvu;1ou7|ovb]mbC1-m|Ѵ;m_-m1;|_;0;m;C1b-Ѵ
blr-1|vo=ou|_ņ"o|_r-u|m;uv_brbm|_;;-uv
-_;-7ĺ
$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ-Ѵvo1omঞm;ouv11;vv=Ѵ
r-u|m;uv_brb|_|_; ;1ঞ;|oblrѴ;l;m||_;
  &"ruo]u-ll;ķ1oŊ=m7;70|_; uor;-m
&mbomķ&o;uml;m|ķou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;
-m7ubv_o;uml;m|ķ7;Ѵb;u;7|_uo]_|_;"r;1b-Ѵ
&uo]u-ll;vo7ĺ

-v|Ŋ);v|1oor;u-ঞomĹ
$_;uo]u-ll;=ouo;uml;m|v;|vo0f;1ঞ;v
|oouhb|_|_;&o;uml;m|-v;ѴѴ-v|_;
ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;|o-1_b;;]u;-|;u
|u-mvrou|1omm;1ঞb|om|_;bvѴ-m7ĸ1ollb||o
bm;v|l;m|-m77;;Ѵorl;m|orrou|mbঞ;vbm|_;
ou|_);v|-m7ou7;u1ollmbঞ;vĸ-m7ķ1oor;u-|;
on tackling climate breakdown and the biodiversity
1ubvbvĺ|_;u-u;-vķv1_-v;m_-m1bm]|_;u;v;-u1_
1-r-1b|om|_;v;bvѴ-m7vķ-Ѵvoo@;uu;-Ѵorrou|mbঞ;v
|oouh|o];|_;uĺ$_;v;o0f;1ঞ;v-u;-Lul;7-m7
;r-m7;7bm|_bvu;b;;7 ĺ
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m-77bঞomķ|_;ubঞv_ubv_om1bѴruob7;v-
valuable forum for East-West engagement between
|_;Ѷr-uঞ1br-ঞm]]o;uml;m|v-m7-7lbmbv|u-ঞomvĺ
$_;o;uml;m|bv1ollb;7|o1omঞm;7-1ঞ;
;m]-];l;m|bm|_;ubঞv_ubv_om1bѴķbm1Ѵ7bm]om
sharing experience and planning on public investment
|_uo]_)ouh";1|ouvomoѴѴ-0ou-ঞ;"r-ঞ-Ѵ
Ѵ-mmbm]ķ ;lo]u-r_ķ mbuoml;m|-m7ovbm]ĺ

$_;ou|_);v|1b|u;]bomķ_b1_bm1Ѵ7;v ;uuķ
;;uh;mm-m7"|u-0-m;ķ_-v-rorѴ-ঞombm
;1;vvo=ƒƏƏķƏƏƏr;orѴ;ķu;ru;v;mঞm]|_;
=ou|_Ѵ-u];v|u0-m-]]Ѵol;u-ঞomom|_;bvѴ-m7
-m7-7bv1u;|;1uovvŊ0ou7;u=m1ঞom-Ѵ;1omolb1
-u;-ĺ
$_;ou|_);v|"|u-|;]b1uo|_-u|m;uv_br
brings together Donegal County Council and
;uub|-m7"|u-0-m; bv|ub1|om1bѴķb|_
the Irish Government and Northern Ireland
;1ঞ;ķ|-hbm]-m-l0bঞov-rruo-1_|o
bm|;]u-|;71uovvŊ0ou7;uu;]bom-Ѵouhbm]ķ|o7ub;
and co-ordinate resources and regional policy
development for sustainable growth in the North
);v|u;]bomĺ
$_;ou|_);v|b|!;]bomom1bѴv7;;Ѵor;7
-mr7-|;7v|-|;l;m|o=u;]bom-Ѵruboubঞ;v=ou
|_;ou|_"o|_bmbv|;ub-Ѵom1bѴbm ;0u-u
ƑƏƑƐĺuboubঞ;v=ou|_;ou|_);v|b|!;]bombm
1oor;u-ঞm]om-m77;Ѵb;ubm]r0Ѵb1bm;v|l;m|
bm|_;7;1-7;-_;-7bm1Ѵ7;Ĺ
•

m_-m1;7_b]_Ŋt-Ѵb||u-mvrou|Ѵbmhv=ou|_;
u;]bom0uo-7ķu-bѴķ-bu-m7v;-ĸ

• m;v|l;m|bmbmmo-ঞom-m7vhbѴѴv|_uo]_
v|u;m]|_;m;7|_bu7Ѵ;;Ѵ;71-ঞom-11;vvb|_
bm1u;-v;71oѴѴ-0ou-ঞom0;|;;m|_bu7Ѵ;;Ѵ
bmvঞ|ঞomv-m7bmmo-ঞom_0vĸ
• lrѴ;l;m|-ঞomo=-u;;muo|_v|u-|;]ķ
7;;Ѵorbm]|_;u;]bomĽvro|;mঞ-Ѵbm1Ѵ;-m-m7
u;m;-0Ѵ;;m;u]b;vĸ-m7ķ
•

m_-m1;71uovvŊ0ou7;u_;-Ѵ|_1-u;ruobvbomķ
bm1Ѵ7bm]v_-u;7r-ঞ;m|1-|1_l;m|-m7
;Ŋ_;-Ѵ|_orrou|mbঞ;vĺ
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Box 17.3: Irish Central
ou7;uu;-;|ouh
$_;ubv_;m|u-Ѵou7;uu;-;|ouhŐő
-v=oul;7bmƐƖƖƔ-m70ubm]v|o];|_;u;b]_|
l;l0;uo1-Ѵ|_oubঞ;v=uolou|_-m7
"o|_ķouhbm]|_uo]_momŊv|-||ouķlѴঞŊ
v|-h;_oѴ7;uķ1oѴѴ-0ou-ঞ;-rruo-1_;v=ou|_;
-Ѵlov|ƖƏƏķƏƏƏr;orѴ;-1uovv|_;;m|u-Ѵ
ou7;u-u;-ĺ$_;u;]bombvru;7olbm-m|Ѵuu-Ѵ
with outstanding natural environment and an
;1omol7ub;mrubl-ubѴ0" vĺ

-1_o=|_;v;bmbঞ-ঞ;vķ-m7o|_;uv0Ŋu;]bom-Ѵ
1oor;u-ঞom]uorbm]vķ1-mvb]mbC1-m|Ѵ1om|ub0|;
to sustainable development on a cross-border
0-vbvķ|_uo]_-]u;;7=u-l;ouhv=ouruvbm]
lou;bm|;]u-|;7u;]bom-Ѵ7;;Ѵorl;m|ķ_b1_-u;
underpinned by broad stakeholder engagement
-m7vv|-bm;7roѴbঞ1-Ѵvrrou|-m7r-uঞ1br-ঞomo=
l;l0;uom1bѴvĺ
$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ1omঞm;|ovrrou|=ѴѴ|_;
work of cross-border local authority partnerships and
ruv;orrou|mbঞ;v=ou1oѴѴ-0ou-ঞ;bm;v|l;m|
-m7ouhbm]bmblrѴ;l;mঞm]|_;"_-u;7vѴ-m7 
bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;vĺ

r0Ѵbv_;7- u-l;ouho=!;]bom-Ѵ
uboubঞ;v=ou|_;;m|u-Ѵou7;uu;]bomo=u;Ѵ-m7ņ
ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7bm-u1_ƑƏƑƐķb7;mঞ=bm]
C;bm|;uѴo1hbm]v|u-|;]b1rbѴѴ-uvo=Ĺ;1omolb1
7;;Ѵorl;m|ĸbm=u-v|u1|u;-m71omm;1ঞb|ĸ
_l-m1-rb|-ѴĸѴb;-0Ѵ;1ollmbঞ;vĸ-m7ķ
]u;;mbm]|_;u;]bomĺ
;o0f;1ঞ;v=ou1uovvŊ0ou7;u1-rb|-Ѵ
bm;v|l;m|bm|_;;-uv-_;-7bm1Ѵ7;Ĺ
• Core infrastructure projects including road
r]u-7;vķ;m_-m1;70uo-70-m71omm;1ঞb|
-m7u;]bom-Ѵ7b]b|-Ѵ_0vĸ
• -|u-Ѵbm=u-v|u1|u;bmbঞ-ঞ;v-m7om;vķ
enhancing the sustainable tourism and well0;bm]ro|;mঞ-Ѵo=|_;u;]bombm1Ѵ7bm]|_uo]_
development of a network of cross-border
]u;;m-v-m70Ѵ;-vĸlom|-bm0bhbm]ķ
=oo7-m7_;ub|-];|u-bѴvĸ-m7ķub;u1-|1_l;m|
-m7-|;ul-m-];l;m|ruof;1|vĸ
• Enabling infrastructure to harness the region’s
1-r-1b|-m7ro|;mঞ-Ѵbm1Ѵ7bm]bm|_;0boŊ
economy and agri-food sectors and subu;]bom-Ѵv;1|ou-Ѵv|u;m]|_vĺ

"|u-|;]b1u;]bom-Ѵ1oor;u-ঞom
$_;-ঞom-ѴѴ-mmbm] u-l;ouhu;1o]mbv;v|_;
blrou|-m1;o=1uovvŊ0ou7;uouhbm]bmvrrouঞm]
u;]bom-Ѵ7;;Ѵorl;m|bm|_;ou|_Ŋ);v|ķ|_;;m|u-Ѵ
ou7;uu;]bom-m7|_; 0ѴbmŊ;Ѵ=-v|1ouub7ouĺ
Cross-border local authority regional development
bmbঞ-ঞ;v_-;0bѴ||u-1hu;1ou7v-m77;;Ѵor;7
v|u-|;]b1=u-l;ouhv=ou1oor;u-ঞomķu;Y;1ঞm]-m
bm1u;-v;71-r-1b|-m7Ѵ;;Ѵo=-l0bঞom=ou|_;;-uv
-_;-7ĺ
$_;"_-u;7vѴ-m7bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;vv;|o|bm
the reviewed NDP were developed taking account of
1omvѴ|-ঞomb|_|_;ou|_);v|"|u-|;]b1uo|_
-u|m;uv_brķubv_;m|u-Ѵou7;uu;-;|ouhķ -v|
ou7;u!;]bom-m7 0Ѵbm;Ѵ=-v| 1omolb1ouub7ou
bmbঞ-ঞ;ĺ
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Box 17.4: East Border Region
v|-0Ѵbv_;7bmƐƖƕѵķ -v|ou7;u!;]bomŐ !őbv
one of the longest established local authority-led
1uovvŊ0ou7;u]uorvbm uor;ķ0ubm]bm]vbo1-Ѵ
|_oubঞ;v|o];|_;u-m7v;ubm]-rorѴ-ঞomo=
fv|m7;uƐlbѴѴbomr;orѴ;ĺ
$_; -v|ou7;u!;]bom_-vlou;|_-mƐƏ
vb]mbC1-m|u0-m|om1;m|u;v-Ѵom]vb7;
uu-Ѵ-u;-vķ-m7b|_-11;vv|ouo-7ķv;--m7
-bu1omm;1ঞomvbv;ѴѴŊѴbmh;7|om-ঞom-Ѵ-m7
bm|;um-ঞom-Ѵl-uh;|vĺ -v|ou7;u!;]bom|7ĺ
_-vrѴ-;7-h;uoѴ;bm|_;-7lbmbv|u-ঞomo=
1uovvŊ0ou7;u &=m7bm]om|_;bvѴ-m7ķb|_o;u
ŨƐƔƏlbѴѴbombm=m7bm]v11;vv=ѴѴ7;Ѵb;u;7|o
ruof;1|vo;uƑƔ;-uvĺ
mm;ƑƏƑƐķ !om1bѴv-]u;;7-m7r0Ѵbv_;7
-_-u|;uo=u;]bom-Ѵruboubঞ;v=ou1oor;u-ঞomķ
b|_|_;-blo=rovbঞombm]|_; -v|ou7;u
!;]bom-vľ-vl-u|ķ1olr;ঞঞ;ķvv|-bm-0Ѵ;
-m7bm1Ѵvb;1uovvŊ0ou7;uu;]bomĿĺ$_;_-u|;u
b7;mঞC;v-u-m];o=bѴѴv|u-ঞ;-1ঞomv=ou|_;
u;]bombm7;Ѵb;ubm]|_;v;ruboubঞ;vĹ
• vl-u|ķ1olr;ঞঞ;u;]bomĹbm1Ѵ7bm]" 
]uo|_-m71olr;ঞঞ;m;vvĸ7;;Ѵorl;m|o=
|_; -v|ou7;u!;]bom|oubvlruo71|ĸ-m7ķ
vl-u||omvbѴѴ-];v-m7uu-Ѵ-u;-vĸ
• vv|-bm-0Ѵ;u;]bomĹbm1Ѵ7bm]vv|-bm-0Ѵ;
|u-mvrou|b|_]u;;m-v-m70Ѵ;-vĸ
vv|-bm-0Ѵ;;m;u]-m7;m;u];L1b;m1
l;-vu;vĸ-m7ķ1o-v|-Ѵl-m-];l;m|ĸ
• mbm1Ѵvb;u;]bomĹbm1Ѵ7bm]|-1hѴbm]Ѵ-0ou
l-uh;|;1Ѵvbomķ_;-Ѵ|_Őbm1Ѵ7bm]l;m|-Ѵ
_;-Ѵ|_őbvv;vĸ-m7ķu;1o]mbvbm]-m71;Ѵ;0u-ঞm]
1Ѵ|u-Ѵ7b;uvb|ĺ
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Box 17.5: Dublin Belfast
Economic Corridor
$_; 0ѴbmŊ;Ѵ=-v| 1omolb1ouub7ouŐ  ő
bv_ol;|oo;u|olbѴѴbomr;orѴ;ķ-1uovv;b]_|
om1bѴ-u;-vķ-m1_ou;70|_;|oѴ-u];v|1bঞ;v
om|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ;=;-|u;vo=|_;ouub7ou-v-
=m1ঞom-Ѵu;]bombm1Ѵ7;Ĺ-Ѵ-u];|-Ѵ;m|rooѴ=ou
;lrѴo;uvĸm-ঞom-Ѵ-m7bm|;um-ঞom-Ѵ|u-mvrou|
1omm;1ঞb|ĸ-m7ķv|uom]bm-u7bm;v|l;m|-m7
;m|;urubv;0-v;vĺ
$_; 0ѴbmŊ;Ѵ=-v| 1omolb1ouub7ou-v]b;m
=u;v_blr;|vb|_|_;Ѵ-m1_bm-u1_ƑƏƑƐ
o=-mbmbঞ-ঞ;0|_;;b]_|om1bѴvb|_|o
&mb;uvbঞ;vķ|oouh1oѴѴ;1ঞ;Ѵ|ou;-Ѵbv;|_;
0;m;C|vo==u|_;u7;;Ѵorl;m|o=|_;u;]bom-v
-_oѴ;ĺ$_bvbm1Ѵ7;vvru;-7bm]]uo|_|_uo]_
|_;ouub7ou-m70;om7ķѴ;vv;mbm]ru;vvu;vom
|_;u0-m1;m|u;vĺ
$_;  bmbঞ-ঞ;bvruvbm]1oor;u-ঞom|o
create a stronger and broader-based trajectory
=ou]uo|_ķ=ou|_;u;]bom-m7|_;bvѴ-m7lou;
];m;u-ѴѴķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_uo]_bm;v|l;m|vm7;u
uof;1|u;Ѵ-m7ƑƏƓƏ-m7|_;;Ѵ=-v|!;]bomb|
;-Ѵĺu;-vo=ro|;mঞ-Ѵ1oor;u-ঞomb7;mঞC;70
|_;ouub7oubmbঞ-ঞ;bm1Ѵ7;Ĺ
•

m_-m1;7-u-1ঞomo=rub-|;-m7r0Ѵb1
bm;v|l;m||_uo]_ruoloঞomĸ

• Developing regional networks and clusters for
regional or sub-regional strengths including
|u-7;-0Ѵ;v;ub1;vķ-7-m1;7l-m=-1|ubm]ķ
1omv|u1ঞom-m7-]ubŊ=oo7ĸ
• Working on enabling infrastructure including
bm|u-mvrou|ķ=ou|oubvlķ-m7omu;v;-u1_-m7
bmmo-ঞom1-r-1bঞ;vĸ
•

m_-m1bm];71-ঞom-Ѵ--bml;m|bm|_;
1ouub7ou|ol;;|vhbѴѴv7;l-m7vĺ

17.3 Shared Island investment
o0f;1ঞ;v
In line with our NDP Shared Island investment
ruboubঞ;vķ|_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ7;Ѵb;u;bvঞm]
1ollb|l;m|v-m77;;Ѵor-m;];m;u-ঞomo=
cross-border public investment projects to achieve a
lou;1omm;1|;7ķvv|-bm-0Ѵ;-m7ruovr;uovbvѴ-m7ķ
|_uo]_-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7r-u|m;uv_brbm|_;;-uv-_;-7ĺ
Available funding streams include the Shared Island
m7ĸ|_;uof;1|u;Ѵ-m7ƑƏƓƏ=m7v=ouuu-Ѵ
7;;Ѵorl;m|ķu0-mu;];m;u-ঞomķ1Ѵbl-|;-1ঞom-m7
bmmo-ঞomĸ|_; &  &"ruo]u-ll;ƑƏƑƐŊ
Ƒƕĸ-m7ķo|_;u1uovvŊ0ou7;u=m7bm]r-u|m;uv_brvb|_
|_;ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7 ;1ঞ;ķ&o;uml;m|-m7
uor;-m&mbomĺ

1. A more connected island
m;vঞm]|o;m_-m1;1omm;1ঞb|om|_;bvѴ-m7bv-
1u1b-Ѵ;m-0Ѵ;uo=0-Ѵ-m1;7u;]bom-Ѵ7;;Ѵorl;m|ķ
vv|-bm-0Ѵ;;1omolb1]uo|_ķu;1u;-ঞom-m7;ѴѴŊ
0;bm]ķ-v;ѴѴ-v0;m;C1b-Ѵ1ollmb|bm|;u-1ঞomv
-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7o=u;Ѵ-m7ĺ
m_-m1bm]1omm;1ঞb|omouv_-u;7bvѴ-m7
;m1olr-vv;v-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7|u-mvrou|bm=u-v|u1|u;ĸ
|oubvl-m7u;1u;-ঞom-vv;|vĸ1omm;1ঞb|o=r0Ѵb1
v;ub1;vbm_;-Ѵ|_-m7;71-ঞomĸ-m7ķvrrouঞm]
b0u-m|-m77b;uv;-u|vķ1Ѵ|u;-m71omv;u;7
_;ub|-];-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ

Box 17.6:)ouhbm]=ou-
Healthier island
As we emerge from the biggest public health
1_-ѴѴ;m];bm7;1-7;vķ|_;o;uml;m|bv
redoubling our commitment to deepening and
v|u;m]|_;mbm]ou|_Ŋ"o|__;-Ѵ|_Ѵbmhvķ|o7;Ѵb;u
0;;u_;-Ѵ|_1-u;-m7o|1ol;v=our;orѴ;om
|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
);1-m0bѴ7om|_;v11;vv;vo=u;1;m|;-uvķ
including all-island provision of paediatric cardiac
surgery in Dublin and cross-border provision of
u-7bo|_;u-r-m71ouom-ubm|;u;mঞomv;ub1;v
bm ;uuĺ
$_;( ŊƐƖr-m7;lb1_-v7;lomv|u-|;7|_;
value of both health services working closely
|o];|_;u|ov_-u;|;1_moѴo]-m7;r;uঞv;bm
$-m7;;-Ѵ|_ĺ);bѴѴv;;h|oouhb|_
|_; ;1ঞ;ķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_uo]_|_;"ķ|o
together develop an overarching strategy for
_;-Ѵ|_1-u;1oor;u-ঞomķ|o0;;ub7;mঞ=m;;7v
-m7orrou|mbঞ;v-m7v;|ruboub|-1ঞomvĸ|o
v_-u;;r;ub;m1;ķbmmo-ঞom-m7vrrou|lou;
-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7u;v;-u1_ĸ-m7ķ|o;mvu;|_-|vr;1b-Ѵbv|
health services are available on the island for all
_om;;7|_;lĺ

ƐѵƓ
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"|u-|;]b1bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;v
for a more connected island
$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴouhb|_|_; ;1ঞ;
om;-Ѵ|_1-u;1oor;u-ঞom|oruv;bm;v|l;m|
orrou|mbঞ;v|oĹ
• m1u;-v;u;]bom-Ѵ-11;vv|o7b-]movঞ1-m7
o|_;uv;ub1;vom-1uovvŊ0ou7;u0-vbvĸ
•

;Ѵb;um;;;-Ѵ|_voѴঞomvķ|_uo]_-
developing all-island ecosystem in digital
_;-Ѵ|_ĸ

• Provide specialist health services on an allbvѴ-m70-vbvķ0bѴ7bm]om|_;v11;vvo=|_;ѴѴŊ
vѴ-m7om];mb|-Ѵ;-u| bv;-v;;|ouhĸ-m7ķ
• &r]u-7;-l0Ѵ-m1;v;ub1;v=-1bѴbঞ;vbm
0ou7;uu;]bomvĺ
  &"ŐƑƏƑƐŊƑƕőbѴѴ-Ѵvol-h;--bѴ-0Ѵ;
-mbm7b1-ঞ;ŨѶƏl|o0bѴ7rom-m77;Ѵb;u
m;1uovvŊ0ou7;u1oѴѴ-0ou-ঞ;-rruo-1_;v|o
health and social care service delivery and the
o;uml;m|bѴѴ1omঞm;|ovrrou||_;-ѴѴŊ
bvѴ-m7ouho=|_; oo7"-=;|uoloঞomo-u7ĺ
u;-ঞm]-mbvѴ-m7Ŋb7;]u;;m-m;|ouhķ
Ѵbmhbm]|_;|Ѵ-mঞ11o-v|b|_|_; -v|;um
seaboard through greenway projects across the
0ou7;uu;]bomķ1u;-ঞm]-|u-mv=oul-ঞom-Ѵ]u;;m
bm=u-v|u1|u;-vv;|ķ0;m;Cমm]u;vb7;m|v-m7
]uobm]vv|-bm-0Ѵ;|oubvlĺ
uu;m|]u;;m-ruof;1|vbm1Ѵ7;Ĺmbv_o;mĸ
oѴ;(-ѴѴ;ĸou|_Ŋ);v|ķ"Ѵb]oŊ mmbvhbѴѴ;mĸ
--mŊ;b|ublĸ--m!-bѴ-ĸ&Ѵv|;u-m-Ѵ-m7
-uѴbm]=ou7o]_ĺ
;Ѵb;uo=|_;-uuo)-|;uub7];ruof;1|ķ
|_uo]_|_;"_-u;7vѴ-m7 m7ķ|oѴbmh|_;
oum;om|-bmv-m7ooѴ;r;mbmvѴ-ķ
ruob7bm]|oubvlķu;1u;-ঞom-m71omm;1ঞb|
0oov|vbm|_;;-v|0ou7;uu;]bomĺ

m_-m1;7u-bѴ1omm;1ঞb||-hbm]-11om|o=|_;
all-island strategic rail review to be completed in
ƑƏƑƑĺ$_;u;b;bv;-lbmbm]blruo;7bm|;uŊ
u0-m-m7bm|;uŊu;]bom-Ѵ1omm;1ঞb|om|_;
bvѴ-m7ķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_;ro|;mঞ-Ѵ=ou_b]_Ŋņ_b]_;uŊ
vr;;7Ѵbmhvĸu-bѴ=u;b]_|ro|;mঞ-Ѵĸ-m7ķblruo;7
1omm;1ঞb|=ou|_;ou|_Ŋ);v|o=|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
m;-uѴruboub|bv|_;bm|uo71ঞomo=-m_ouѴ
u-bѴv;ub1;om|_; 0ѴbmŊ;Ѵ=-v|Ѵbm;|_uo]_
bm;v|l;m|bmm;-m7-77bঞom-ѴuoѴѴbm]v|o1hķ
b|_=m7bm]m7;u|_;  &"ruo]u-ll;
-m70|_;o;uml;m|-m7 ;1ঞ;ĺ
o|;mঞ-Ѵ=oubm1u;-v;7-bu1omm;1ঞb|om|_;
bvѴ-m7ķ|-hbm]-11om|o=|_;o|1ol;o=-u;b;
om|_;b-0bѴb|o=-buuo|;v=uolouh|o;Ѵ=-v|
-m7 0Ѵbm|o ;uuĺ
Road infrastructure improvements to support
-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7-m70ou7;uu;]bom1omm;1ঞb|ķb|_-
r-uঞ1Ѵ-uruboub||o|_;Ɣ$u-mvrou|ouub7ou
|o|_;ou|_);v|ķ_;u;|_;o;uml;m|_-v
-Ѵu;-71ollb;7ŬƕƔlbѴѴbomĺ
ou;-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7 71-ঞom1omm;1ঞomvbm1Ѵ7bm]
|_uo]_1omঞm;7bm;v|l;m|bm|_;b77Ѵ;|om
;m|u;=ouঞvl-v-mbm|;um-ঞom-ѴѴŊu;mom;7
1;m|u;ķ-m7v;;hbm]o|_;uorrou|mbঞ;v
to share experience and resources in early
;-uvķvr;1b-Ѵm;;7vķ-m7|-1hѴbm];71-ঞom-Ѵ
m7;u-1_b;;l;m|ĺ
  &"ŐƑƏƑƐŊƑƕőbѴѴ-Ѵvol-h;--bѴ-0Ѵ;
-mbm7b1-ঞ;ŨƓƔl=ou|_;"_-u;7;-umbm]
$o];|_;uuo]u-ll;bm0ou7;u1omঞ;v-m7
ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7ķ-m7-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7ķbm1Ѵ7bm]
=ouĹv_-u;7;71-ঞomĸ1oѴѴ-0ou-ঞ;orrou|mbঞ;v
=ou7bv-7-m|-];7;71-ঞomv;মm]vĸv;o=
|;1_moѴo]bm|_;1Ѵ-vvuoolĸ-m7ķrov|Ŋrubl-u
v1_ooѴ-m7o|_Ŋ0-v;7ou]-mbv-ঞomr-u|m;uv_brv
om-1uovvŊ0ou7;u-m71uovvŊ1ollmb|0-vbvĺ

olrѴ;ঞomo=-ѴѴ_-v;vo=|_;&Ѵv|;u-m-Ѵ
u;v|ou-ঞomruof;1|ķb|_vrrou|=uol|_;"_-u;7
vѴ-m7 m7-m7o|_;ur-u|m;uvķb|_0Ѵ;-v
-m7]u;;m-v;|;m7bm]=uol&rr;uo]_ um;
|ob77Ѵ;|omķ7;Ѵb;ubm]-Ѵ-m7l-uhvv|-bm-0Ѵ;
|oubvl-m7u;1u;-ঞom-l;mb|=ou|_;1;m|u-Ѵ
0ou7;uu;]bomĺ
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m;vঞm]bm|_;7b;uv;_;ub|-];ķ-u|vķ1Ѵ|u;-m7
vrou|vo=|_;bvѴ-m7Ĺ

omm;1ঞm]r;orѴ;Ŋ|_;o;uml;m|Ľv
!;1om1bѴb-ঞom m7-vbm1u;-v;7-]-bmbmƑƏƑƐķ
vrrouঞm]lou;]u-m|v|oou]-mbv-ঞomvouhbm]
|o0bѴ70;;uu;Ѵ-ঞomv-1uovv|u-7bঞomvbm
ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7ķ0;|;;mou|_-m7"o|_ķ-m7
u;Ѵ-m7-m7ub|-bmĺ

$_;0ou7;uu;]bomvo=ouv_-u;7bvѴ-m7-u;rѴ-1;v
o=ub1_-m77b;uv;1Ѵ|u-Ѵ|u-7bঞomvķѴ-;u;7
_bv|ou-m7-mbt;m-|u-Ѵ-m7v1;mb10;-|ĺ
$_;0bѴ|_;ub|-];ķr-uhѴ-m7-m7-|;u-v
infrastructure resonates an architectural
vb]m-|u;o=-ub1_;um-1Ѵ-uķvo1b-Ѵķ-]ub1Ѵ|u-Ѵ
-m7bm7v|ub-Ѵ_bv|ouĺ);bѴѴbm;v|bm|_;
mbt;;Ѵ;l;m|vo=0bѴ|-m7m-|u-Ѵ_;ub|-];o=
0ou7;uu;]bomvķ|o0;;uu;1o]mbv;|_;bu7b;uv;
1ollmb|-m71Ѵ|u-Ѵ|u-7bঞomvķ-m7vrrou|
-1omm;1|;7_;ub|-];|oubvlo@;ubm]ĺ);bѴѴ
do so working in North-South partnership and
b|_Ѵo1-Ѵ1ollmbঞ;vķbm1Ѵ7bm]|o7;;Ѵorm;
1uovvŊ0ou7;u_;ub|-];r-uhvķѴbh;|_;-u0Ѵ;u1_
-;v& "Ѵo0-Ѵ;or-uhbm ;ul-m-]_
-m7--mķ-m71uovvŊ0ou7;u1ollmb|r-uhv
such as the Riverine Community Park in Strabane
-m7b@ou7ĺ);bѴѴѴ;;u-];bm;v|l;m|bm|_;
&Ѵv|;u-m-Ѵ-v-m-u|;uo=1omm;1ঞb|0;|;;m
h;robm|vo=1Ѵ|u-Ѵķ1ollmb|-m7_;ub|-];
bm|;u;v|-Ѵom]b|vuo|;ķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_;u;rurovbm]
-m7u;_-0bѴb|-ঞomo=_;ub|-];bm=u-v|u1|u;ĺ

$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ-Ѵvoķbm1oor;u-ঞomb|_
|_; ;1ঞ;ķr-r-uঞ1Ѵ-u-;mঞom|o|_;
m;;7vo=lbmoubঞ;vbm0ou7;u1omঞ;v-m7
;rѴou;orঞomvķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_;;v|-0Ѵbv_l;m|o=
7;7b1-|;7=m7bm]v|u;-lvķ|o-77u;vv]-rvbm
1uu;m|vrrou|ĺ
  &"ŐƑƏƑƐŊƑƕőbѴѴ-Ѵvol-h;--bѴ-0Ѵ;
-mbm7b1-ঞ;ŨƑƏl=oul-bm|-bmbm]-m7=ou]bm]
u;Ѵ-ঞomv_brv0;|;;m1bঞ;mv-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7
bm1Ѵ7bm]=ou1oor;u-ঞom-uom7vr;1bC1v_-u;7
1_-ѴѴ;m];vĸ-m7=ouou|_"o|_fobm|;;m|v-m7
-1ঞbঞ;v|_-|7;;Ѵorl|-Ѵm7;uv|-m7bm]-m7
1;l;m|r-u|m;uv_brĺ

Box 17.7: Joined-up
;mbuoml;m|-Ѵruo|;1ঞom
across the island of Ireland

$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ-ѴvoĹ
• omঞm;|o]uo=m7bm]=ou-b7;u-m];
o=1uovvŊ0ou7;ubmbঞ-ঞ;vbm-u|vķ1Ѵ|u;ķ
lvb1ķ-m7CѴlķbm1Ѵ7bm]|_uo]_|_;u;-ঞ;
u;Ѵ-m7bmbঞ-ঞ;ĺ
•

m]-];rovbঞ;Ѵom|_;=u|_;u7;;Ѵorl;m|
o=vrou|om|_;bvѴ-m7ķbm1Ѵ7bm]0;rѴoubm]
|_;ro|;mঞ-Ѵ=oum;-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7vrouঞm]
1olr;ঞঞomv-m7orrou|mbঞ;v|ol-h;
u;Ѵ-m7Ŋou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7-m7u;Ѵ-m7Ŋ&
0b7v=oul-foubm|;um-ঞom-Ѵvrouঞm];;m|vķ
bm1Ѵ7bm]|_;ƑƏƒƏ  )ouѴ7rĺ

• Protect and develop the Irish language and
&Ѵv|;u"1o|v|u-7bঞomv-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7
through the North South language bodies and
funding commitments for the Irish language in
ou|_;umu;Ѵ-m7ĺ

2. A more sustainable island
o|_fubv7b1ঞomvom|_;bvѴ-m7-u;1ollb;7|o
l-hbm]u-rb7|u-mvbঞom|o-m;|;uoŊ1-u0om=|u;ĺ
0Ѵb1bm;v|l;m|v|u-|;]ķou|_-m7"o|_ķbv
=m7-l;m|-Ѵ|o-1_b;bm]|_bv1ollom]o-Ѵĺ$_;
bvѴ-m7bv-vbm]Ѵ;;1oѴo]b1-Ѵ;mঞ|ķbm|;]u-|;7bm1u1b-Ѵ
;mbuoml;m|-Ѵķ;1omolb1-m7vo1b-Ѵ7ol-bmvĺ);ѴѴŊ
1oou7bm-|;7ou|_ņ"o|_-rruo-1_;v-u;|_;u;=ou;
blr;u-ঞ;=ou;@;1ঞ;roѴb1-m7r0Ѵb1bm;v|l;m|
-1ঞomvom|_;bvѴ-m7ķbm-77u;vvbm]|_;];m;u-ঞom-Ѵ
challenges of climate breakdown and the biodiversity
1ubvbvķ-m7ruo|;1ঞm]|_;1ollom;mbuoml;m|-Ѵ
u;vou1;vo=|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
Ɛѵѵ

$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ|-h;-lѴঞŊѴ;;Ѵ-rruo-1_
|ov;1u;fobm;7Ŋrruo|;1ঞomv-m7-1ঞomv=ou
ouv_-u;7bvѴ-m7;mbuoml;m|ĺ$_; uor;-m
Green Deal will shape Ireland’s approach to
addressing climate change and environmental
7;]u-7-ঞomķ-m7;bѴѴouhb|_|_; ;1ঞ;
|_uo]_|_;ou|_"o|_bmbv|;ub-Ѵom1bѴ
-m7b|_|_;&o;uml;m||o1oou7bm-|;-m7
orঞlbv;-rruo-1_;v=ou|_;bvѴ-m7o=u;Ѵ-m7
-v-_oѴ;ĺ$_; mbuoml;m|-Ѵuo|;1ঞom
];m1ķ-ubm;mvঞ||;ķ|_;-ঞom-Ѵ-uhv
and Wildlife Service and other agencies will
work in close partnership with their Northern
u;Ѵ-m71om|;ur-u|vĺ);bѴѴ-Ѵvovrrou|
b7;u;m]-];l;m|Ŋbm1Ѵ7bm]0u;v;-u1_;uvķ
;mbuoml;m|-Ѵķ;1omolb1-m71bbѴvo1b;|
stakeholders on the island - for the necessary
_oѴ;o=vo1b;|-1ঞomom|-1hѴbm]1Ѵbl-|;
1_-m];-m7;mbuoml;m|-Ѵ1omv;u-ঞombm|_;
7;1-7;-_;-7ĺ ;Ѵb;uo=bvѴ-m7Ŋb7;;Ѵ;1|ub1
vehicle and other sustainable transport networks
and renewable energy infrastructure are strategic
ruboubঞ;vĺ$_;o;uml;m|bѴѴ-Ѵvoruv;
coordinated all-island approaches including on
|_;1bu1Ѵ-u;1omolķruo|;1ঞomo=ouv_-u;7
marine and coastal environment and biodiversity
ruo|;1ঞomĺ
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3. A more prosperous island
"|u-|;]b1bm;v|l;m|ruboubঞ;v
for a more sustainable island
m;u]|u-mv=oul-ঞom=ou-m;|;uoŊ1-u0om
=|u;bv-=m7-l;m|-Ѵ|-vh-m7bѴѴ0;m;C|=uol
ou|_ņ"o|_-v;ѴѴ-v -v|ņ);v|1oor;u-ঞombm
|_;7;1-7;-_;-7ĺ
uboubঞ;vbm1Ѵ7;Ĺ
•

;Ѵb;uo=|_;ou|_ņ"o|_m|;u1omm;1|ou
which will enhance the performance of the
"bm]Ѵ; Ѵ;1|ub1b|-uh;|ķ-m7=-1bѴb|-|;|_;
bm|;]u-ঞomo=u;m;-0Ѵ;;Ѵ;1|ub1b|bm|o|_;
ro;uvv|;lĺ

•

rѴoubm]ro|;mঞ-Ѵ1uovvŊ0ou7;u-m7-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7
-rruo-1_;vomu;m;-0Ѵ;;m;u]ķv1_-v
u;m;-0Ѵ;;Ѵ;1|ub1b|ķ;m;u];L1b;m1-m7
|_;ro|;mঞ-Ѵo=_7uo];mro;uĺ

bm;vঞm]-m7ouhbm]|o];|_;uom|_;bvѴ-m7ķ
we can have greater impact on the key drivers of
ruovr;ub|=ou-ѴѴu;]bomvķ-m70;;u_-um;vv|_;
ro|;mঞ-Ѵo=0ou7;u-u;-v-v|_;];o]u-r_b11ou;o=-
]uobm]ķ_b]_Ŋ-Ѵ;-ѴѴŊbvѴ-m7;1omolĺ
!;v;-u1_-m7bmmo-ঞomķ_b]_;u-m7=u|_;u
;71-ঞomķbm=u-v|u1|u;ķ-m;m-0Ѵbm];m|;urubv;
-m7bm;v|l;m|;mbuoml;m|ķ-m7|oubvlv|u-|;]
are pillars for sustainable growth on the island
o||oƑƏƒƏĺ$_uo]_1oou7bm-|;7bm;v|l;m|
-m71oor;u-ঞomom|_;bvѴ-m7bm|_;v;-u;-vķ|_;
Government will work for a more regionally-balanced
-m7ruovr;uovbvѴ-m7=ou-ѴѴĺ

• Coordinated investment to roll-out Electric
(;_b1Ѵ;1_-u]bm]m;|ouhv-1uovv|_;bvѴ-m7ĺ
Ѵbl-|;-1ঞom=m7bm]|o|-h;rorrou|mbঞ;v
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Agenda Item 3
CLIMATE AND CITY RESILIENCE COMMITTEE

Subject:

Belfast Stories – Update including shallow geothermal feasibility
study

Date:

09 June 2022

Reporting Officer:

Wendy Langham, Programme Director, Belfast Stories

Contact Officer:

Richard Treacy, Energy and CO2 Manager, Physical Programmes

Restricted Reports
Is this report restricted?

Yes

No

Yes

No

x

If Yes, when will the report become unrestricted?
After Committee Decision
After Council Decision
Sometime in the future
Never
Call-in
Is the decision eligible for Call-in?

1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is to:
-

Update Members on the Belfast Stories (BS) programme as part of the Belfast
Region City Deal.

-

Provide Members with an update on the ambition for net zero including the findings
from the Belfast Stories shallow geothermal feasibility study.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is asked to:
-

Note the contents of this report.

-

Receive a presentation and update on the net zero ambitions for Belfast Stories.

-

Note the findings from the shallow geothermal feasibility study.

-

Following the presentation, discuss and agree the next steps.
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3.0

Main report

3.1

Members will be aware that Belfast Stories is the Council’s flagship project under the
Belfast Region City Deal and is due to open in 2028. Located in the city centre on a
strategic site of 5,000sqms with the estimated indoor space 8,500sqms and outdoor space
2,500sqms. Several important milestones in relation to the project have been achieved
including the acquisition of the site for Belfast Stories in October 2021, the signing of the
Deal Document for the BRCD and the Belfast Stories press announcement in December
2021.

3.2

Strategic Policy and Resources Committee agreed at its meeting on 19th November 2021
to progress a number of key pieces of work, in order to meet the 2028 anticipated opening
date including the appointment of the integrated design team and the exhibition design
team and to progress the Belfast stories collection.

3.3

A progress update was provided to CG&R Committee 11th May 2022 including the thematic
Story Collection Framework and plans for engagement including a public consultation
August – October 2022.

3.4

Included in the work programme was the completion of shallow geothermal energy
feasibility study and presentation on the findings from this study was made to the Climate
and Resilience Board on 5th May 2022.
e.

3.5

Belfast Stories aspires to be a sustainable, net zero carbon exemplar for the city and region,
at the forefront of environmentally sensitive design, minimising energy consumption and
maximising the potential for enhancing biodiversity, on-site energy generation and
sustainable transport. The design process which underpins the development therefore
requires early consideration of the elements relating to best practice that will support this
ambition.

4.0

Net Zero ambitions

4.1

In August 2021 council officers arranged a site visit with key stakeholders to QUB’s new
Riddell Hall extension to educate and inform us on the potential use of geothermal energy
for further consideration by the Belfast Stories team.

4.2

This visit and subsequent interactions with geothermal experts and other energy advisors
led to the consideration of energy sources for Belfast Stories to see how it could meet the
goals and ambitions outlined within the Future Proofed City Ambitions Document: A Climate
Plan for Belfast (Dec 2020). Within the plan, Belfast Stories is named as a standalone
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project (No. 26) with the potential to be ‘a bold demonstration of intent on Belfast’s ambition
to be a net zero emissions, climate-resilient city’.

4.3

Belfast Stories is currently in the process of procuring the Integrated Design Team. Various
sustainability assessments and standards are being considered to ensure the design will
support the intent and ambition. These include BREEAM, Passivhaus and One Planet
Living.

4.4

BREEAM is the world's leading sustainability assessment method for master planning
projects, infrastructure and buildings. It recognises and reflects the value in higher
performing assets across the built environment lifecycle, from new construction to in-use
and refurbishment.

4.5

Passivhaus is a performance-based set of design criteria for very low-use energy buildings,
which can help create buildings which use around 90% less energy than standard UK
buildings.

4.6

One Planet Living is a vision of a world where we can live happily within our one Earth's
resources and is a simple framework that may be suitable for the project’s operational
phase.

4.7

In October 2021 the Climate and Resilience Board supported the commissioning and
appointment of suitably qualified consultants to undertake a feasibility study for the further
consideration of the use of geothermal energy solutions. The study was to:

4.8

-

Establish local thermogeological, geological, hydrogeological setting.

-

Determine opportunities / limitations for ground-based site energy.

-

Explain the operational concept of ground sourced solutions.

-

Compare options over a 30-year lifecycle.

-

Undertake a data gap analysis and consider any regulatory issues to be addressed.

TetraTech Environmental Planning (NI) Limited (TetraTech) was commissioned by the
Council in December 2021 to deliver the contract. The Executive Summary of the report
findings is attached in Appendix A. The report concludes that Geothermal is a viable option
for the site. A closed loop geothermal solution is preferred to an open loop system.

4.9

A number of assumptions have been made given the early stage of project design. It is
possible to consider other developments of similar size and scale and make some
assumptions at this stage. It should be noted this is a starting point on a journey towards
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consideration of the suitability of geothermal energy for Belfast Stories alongside other
renewable energy options.

4.10

In summary the report concludes that:
-

The site has suitable geological/hydrological/thermogeological properties for a
shallow geothermal scheme.

-

A closed loop geothermal system is the preferred solution when compared with
other heating and cooling solutions.

-

The CO2 emissions (TCO2) saving is est. 950 tonnes over a 30-year period.

-

The capital cost (CAPEX) is more expensive than air to water est. +£1m (as would
be expected).

-

A closed loop geothermal system provides potential operational expenditure
(OPEX) savings over a 30-year period compared to air to water est. 500k.

5.0

Proposed Next Steps

5.1

In identifying the suitability, cost-benefit and environmental considerations of geothermal
energy sourcing, it needs to be outlined at the outset that the Belfast Stories energy
consumption requirements are not yet known due to the project being at an early stage of
development (RIBA 0/1).

5.2

The Integrated Design Team (IDT) scope of works and specification will outline the
Council’s ambition for the project to be a net zero exemplar for the city. The IDT will be
required to include a sustainability expert within the team. The IDT is due to be appointed
by the end 2022.

5.3

It is proposed that BREEAM is the sustainability assessment to be included within the IDT
specification with the aspiration of the project to be ‘outstanding’.
The Geothermal Feasibility Study will be made available to the successful IDT for their
consideration.

5.4

As highlighted the capital cost of a geothermal energy solution is more expensive than
other options. Consideration of opportunities to secure additional capital funding including
Peace Plus are ongoing. There is a potential Peace Plus opportunity for funding under
Theme 5.5 Geothermal Energy Demonstration Programme. A meeting was held in
February regarding a funding bid, Chaired by Codema (Dublin’s Energy Agency). The
potential bid being considered is for 2 deep geothermal and 2 shallow geothermal projects,
with 1 of each on each side of the border. The shallow geothermal project being considered
north of the border is Belfast Stories. The total potential amount of funding is €20 million
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for all 4 projects. The Peace Plus Call is expected in Jul-22 with an award made in Oct-22.
The funding is to be spent before 2030.

5.5

Prior to BCC committing to be part of a Peace Plus bid, a full report would be brought to
SP&R Committee for their consideration.

6.0

Financial and Resources Implications
None

7.0

Equality or Good Relations Implications /Rural Needs Implications
None
Appendices
Appendix A: Belfast Stories – Shallow Geothermal Feasibility Study Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
Belfast City Council (BCC) are developing a new build flagship tourism and visitor
experience centre (Belfast Stories) in central Belfast. To align with Belfast City Council’s
(BCC’s) Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap for Belfast and their Resilience Strategy published
in December 2020, BCC commissioned a study to look at the potential for using
geothermal technology to meet the buildings heating and cooling requirements.
Background &
Project Description

An assessment of the site with respect to its potential to use ground source shallow
geothermal technology has been completed. No detailed design for the development was
available at the time of this study preparation, however a concept layout for the site and
development was available from which an initial building model was developed. This
enabled Tetra Tech to complete an initial assessment of the buildings heating and cooling
requirements. The work also permitted an initial comparison of heating and cooling
technologies for the site.

Site Setting

The site is located at the junction of Royal Avenue and North Street in central Belfast,
Northern Ireland. The site has been partially cleared of previous buildings. The former
Bank of Ireland building remains and its entrance fronts onto Royal Avenue. It is expected
that the former bank building will be retained and integrated into the Belfast Stories
development. Other more modern buildings are also present along this side, some of
which may also be retained.

Geological/Hydroge
ological
/Thermogeological
Setting

The site sits within the Lagan Valley, it is underlain by 10-25m of unconsolidated
superficial deposits, below which lies the Sherwood Sandstone aquifer (bedrock), The
bedrock is expected to reach thicknesses of several hundred metres below the site. The
Sherwood Sandstone is a significant aquifer resource which has the potential to sustain
large abstractions. The aquifer has a long history of use supporting many different
industries, including public water supply, large private water supplies (Belfast Hospitals,
QUB) and more recently geothermal. Available information for the Sherwood Sandstone
bedrock indicates it has favourable thermal properties, and has good heat transfer
capability compared to many other bedrock types in Northern Ireland.

Technology Options
Assessment

The site setting is such that a range of established ground source heating and cooling
options are potentially viable. These options include open loop – which involves
physically pumping groundwater from the underlying aquifer and subsequently
discharging groundwater back into the ground. A closed loop solution is considered
potentially viable. This involves the connection of heat pumps to the ground via pipework
installed in boreholes and/or piles. Each option has implications for the building design.
Further site investigation and or modelling would be required once the buildings heating
and cooling requirements are better understood (i.e. once a design has been developed).
This will then all BCC to confirm the viability of each option or establish the maximum
contribution that each technology could make to the buildings overall heating and cooling
requirements. The investigations and modelling will also allow BCC to refine the carbon
savings and CAPEX/OPEX costs presented in this initial feasibility assessment. The
outcome of the financial and carbon analysis completed as part of this study shows that,
in principle, ground source heat pumps are a viable option for the site. A geothermal
solution has the potential to provide significant carbon reductions and boasts competitive
operational costs when compared to alternative technologies on the market today.
Geothermal is a viable option for the site. A closed loop geothermal solution is preferred
for the site relative to an open loop system. Ground investigation work and modelling will
be required. The data gathered from this work can be used to inform a geothermal design
for Belfast Stories once the building heating and cooling demands have been derived.

Conclusions

CO2
Based on the data available and the assumptions made during the preparation of this
feasibility assessment, a closed loop geothermal system comes out on top as a low
carbon solution when compared to other heating and cooling solutions (30 year emission
estimate: Gas 1241 tC02, Biomass/gas 711 tC02, Geothermal 284 tC02 and Air Source
346 tCO2).
For geothermal this equates to a C02 saving compared to Gas of 957 tC02 over 30 years.
This option would align with BCC’s Resilience Strategy and Net Zero Carbon Road map.
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However, on the grounds of CAPEX and OPEX costs over a 30-year period, a closed
loop geothermal system is more expensive.
CAPEX
For CAPEX the derived geothermal estimate cost of £1.45M compares to Gas – £0.21M,
Biomass/gas – £0.34M and Air Source £0.47M.
OPEX
For OPEX the geothermal estimate cost of £1.6M compares to Gas – £1.38M,
Biomass/gas – £1.46M and Air Source £2.16M.
Based on the estimates made, the geothermal solution is therefore c.£13,300 per annum
(on average) more costly over a 30 year period compared to the next lowest CO2
emission technology of Air Source (air to water).

v
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1.0

Purpose of Report or Summary of Main Issues

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide Members with an overview of the Belfast Net-Zero
Carbon Roadmap, which was commissioned for Belfast through the Place Based Climate
Action Network (PCAN) and which is attached for information.

2.0

Recommendations

2.1

The Committee are asked to adopt the recommended emissions reduction targets for Belfast
as set out in the Belfast Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap, which are:
66% by 2025
80% by 2030
88% by 2035
93% by 2040
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97% by 2045
100% by 2050
3.0

Main report

3.1

A Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap for Belfast - Setting Science-Based Carbon Reduction
Targets for Belfast.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) argued that from 2020, keeping
within a global carbon budget of 344 gigatonnes (i.e. 344 billion tonnes) of CO2 emissions
would give us a 66% chance of limiting average warming to 1.5ºC and therefore avoiding
dangerous levels of climate change.
The Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap analysis divides this global figure up on an equal basis by
population and adjusts the budget to consider other gases that contribute to climate change,
which gives Belfast a total carbon budget of c.14 megatonnes over the period between the
present and 2050.
At the current rate of emissions output, Belfast would use up this budget in just over a
decade at some point during the winter of 2030. However, Belfast could stay within its
carbon budget by reducing its emissions by c.8.4% year on year. This would mean that to
transition from the current position where emissions are 42% lower than 2000 levels to a
local pathway that is consistent with the world giving itself a 66% chance of avoiding
dangerous, runaway climate change, Belfast should adopt the following carbon reduction
targets (on 2000 levels):
66% by 2025
80% by 2030
88% by 2035
93% by 2040
97% by 2045
100% by 2050

3.2

Adopting these targets supports a number of initiatives to address the climate emergency
that Council declared in October 2019, including Belfast’s annual report to the Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP), the development of the City Climate Plan, and aligns with the draft
NI Climate Change Bill which sets a target of Net-Zero for Northern Ireland by 2050.
The Belfast Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap makes a series of recommendations in relation to
sectors and identifies buildings and transport as the largest source of Scope 1 and 2
emissions in Belfast.
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4.0

Financial & Resource Implications

4.1

Members are asked to note that meeting the recommended targets will require significant
additional investment at the city level which to a large extent will depend on the policies,
proposals and sectoral plans developed by Northern Ireland departments as well as the
resources made available to support decarbonisation projects. Accordingly, the production of
the city climate plan will be accompanied by the development of a city climate investment
plan.

5.0

Equality or Good Relations Implications/Rural Needs Implications

5.1

None

6.0

Appendices – Documents Attached

6.1

Belfast Net-Zero Carbon Roadmap
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PREFACE

Background

Covid and a Green Recovery

Belfast Climate Commission

Belfast signed its climate emergency declaration
in October of 2019, and is due to set a target
date in 2021 for the city to reach net-zero
emissions. Produced by the ESRC Place-Based
Climate Action Network for the Belfast Climate
Commission, this net-zero roadmap is designed
to feed into Belfast’s deliberations on its target
date for net-zero, and to inform how it can
work towards an ambitious target in the
coming years, including through the adoption
of a green recovery programme.

Clearly the world changed dramatically with the
Covid pandemic. From a climate perspective,
the first, and we hope main phase of national
lockdown in the spring and early summer of 2020
did reduce our carbon footprint for a short period
– and it triggered some changes in our behaviour
that could help us in the longer term – but we
clearly need a more positive way of addressing
the climate challenge in the context of a healthy,
inclusive and vibrant city.

The Belfast Climate Commission was
established in 2020 to support the city to make
positive choices on issues relating to energy,
carbon, weather and climate. Members of the
Commission are drawn from key organisations
and groups across the city from the public,
private and civic sectors.
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Policy Change and the Need to Deliver
In June 2019, the UK Government passed
legislation with a commitment to reach net-zero
emissions by 2050. The Northern Ireland Assembly
declared a climate emergency in February of 2020.
At the local level, 2019 saw a wave of local
climate emergency declarations, with many
local authorities setting their own, usually more
ambitious targets to reach net-zero emissions.
By February 2020, 68% of UK district, county,
unitary and metropolitan councils including
3 authorities in Northern Ireland had declared
a climate emergency*. It is clear though that
declaring a climate emergency is just the first
step – declarations need to be turned into action
plans, and these need to be delivered before we
can claim to have responded effectively.

This roadmap shows how in the years to come
Belfast could apply some guiding principles for
a green recovery – to go faster, to build better,
to think bigger, to be bolder - to radically reduce
its carbon footprint whilst also becoming a
better place, with cleaner air, improved public
health, reduced poverty and inequality, increased
employment and enhanced prosperity.
John Barry and Grainia Long, Co-Chairs,
Belfast Climate Commission

The Belfast Climate Commission is an
independent voice in the city, providing
authoritative advice on steps towards a low
carbon, climate resilient future to inform policies
and shape the actions of local stakeholders and
decision makers. It monitors progress towards
meeting the city’s carbon reduction targets,
recommends actions to keep the city on track and
advises on the assessment of the climate-related
risks and adaptation opportunities in the city and
on progress towards climate resilience.
The Commission aims to foster collaboration on
projects that result in measurable contributions
towards meeting the city’s climate reduction
targets and the delivery of enhanced climate
resilience. It promotes best practice in public
engagement on climate change in order to
support robust decision-making and acts as a
forum where organisations can exchange ideas,
research findings, information and best practice.
https://www.belfastclimate.org.uk

*Source: https://www.climateemergency.uk/
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BELFAST CARBON ROADMAP
PATHWAY TO NET-ZERO*
BACKGROUND

GLOBAL TO LOCAL

BELFAST
CLIMATE
COMMISSION

BASELINES
AND TARGETS

42%

1.5ºC
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The level of global
temperature rise
at which we risk
triggering dangerous
climate change

2030
The point at which
- at current rates the world will have
locked into more
than 1.5ºC of
warming

14m

tonnes

Belfast’s share of the
global carbon budget
(to keep to 1.5ºC
of warming)

Belfast is emitting

1.5m

tonnes

of carbon a year. At this
rate, we will have used
up our budget by

2030

The decline in Belfast’s carbon
emissions since 2000

This needs to be
increased to

66% by 2025
80% by 2030
100% by 2050

Belfast has
committed to work
towards being

CARBON
NEUTRAL

by

2050
That leaves a big gap
but we can close it by
the following options

*Net-zero, like “carbon neutral”, refers to achieving an overall balance between emissions produced and emissions taken out of the atmosphere, with any residual emissions removed through carbon sinks.

6

COST-EFFECTIVE
OPTIONS

MORE AMBITIOUS
OPTIONS
More ambitious but
expensive options could

Cost-effective
options such as

better housing
and transport
could close the
2030 gap by

35%

close the
2030 gap by

51%
These would
have benefits for
health, equality,
travel and the
environment

100%
by 2033
through a range of

INNOVATIVE
INTERVENTIONS

decarbonising heating 
and planting trees changing some behaviours
and consumption habits
would take us further still

per year, and would create nearly

years of extra
employment

Belfast can close the
gap by

These include

These would reduce
Belfast’s energy bill by

£263m
4,779

REACHING OUR
TARGET

Doing all of the above leaves a

41%

shortfall to reach by

2050

Net Zero

7
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Background

Baselines and Targets

Cost-Effective Options

More Ambitious Options

• Scientific evidence calls for rapid reductions
in global carbon1 emissions if we are to limit
average levels of warming to 1.5°C and so
avoid the risks associated with dangerous
or runaway climate change.

• Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions from
Belfast have fallen by 42% since the turn of
the Millennium. With on-going decarbonisation
of grid electricity, and taking into account
population and economic growth within the city
region, we project that Belfast’s 2000 level of
annual emissions output will have fallen by
a total of 51% in 2050.

• To meet these carbon reduction targets,
Belfast will need to adopt low carbon options
that close the gap between its projected
emissions in future and net-zero emissions.
This can be partially realised through costeffective options that would more than pay for
themselves through the energy cost reductions
they would generate whilst generating wide
social and environmental benefits in the area.

• The analysis also shows that Belfast could close
the gap to net-zero emissions in 2050 by 51%
through the adoption of options that are already
available, but that some of these options would
not pay for themselves directly through the
energy savings that they would generate. Many
of these options would, however, create wider
indirect benefits both economically and socially
in the city.

• More specifically, the analysis shows that
Belfast could close the gap between its
projected emissions in 2050 and net-zero
emissions by 35% purely through the adoption
of cost-effective options in houses, public and
commercial buildings, transport and industry.

• This means that although it can achieve
significant reductions in emissions by focusing
on established cost-effective and technically
viable measures, Belfast still has to identify other
more innovative interventions that could deliver
the last 41% of shortfall between projected
emissions in 2050 and a net-zero target.

• Globally, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) suggests that we will
have used up the global carbon budget that
gives us a good chance of limiting warming to
1.5°C degrees within a decade. This science
underpins calls for the declaration of a
climate emergency.
• Dividing the global carbon budget up by
population gives Belfast a total carbon budget
of 14 million tonnes from 2020. Based only
on the fuel and electricity used within its
boundaries, Belfast currently emits c.1.5 million
tonnes of carbon a year, and as such it would
use up its carbon budget by 2030.
• This assessment does not include its
broader carbon footprint – for example
relating to longer distance travel or the
goods and services that are produced
elsewhere but consumed within Belfast
(i.e. its Scope 3 emissions).

• If it is to stay within its carbon budget, Belfast
needs to add to the emissions reductions
already achieved to secure 66% reductions on
its 2000 level of emissions by 2025, 80% by
2030, 88% by 2035, 93% by 2040, 97% by
2045 and 100% by 2050. In short, the majority
of all emissions reductions across the city need
to be delivered within the next ten years.
• Without further activity to address its carbon
emissions, we project that Belfast’s annual
emissions will exceed its carbon budget by
1.4 million tonnes in 2030, and 1.3 million
tonnes in 2050.

For simplicity, we use the term “carbon” as shorthand for all greenhouse gases, with all figures in this report relating to the carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2e) of all greenhouse gases unless otherwise stated. Note that our assessment therefore differs from other
assessments that focus only on CO2.
1
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• Adopting these options would reduce Belfast’s
total projected energy bill in 2050 by £263
million per year whilst also creating 4,779
years of employment in the city. They could
also help to generate wider benefits, including
helping to tackle fuel poverty, reducing
congestion and productivity losses, improving
air quality, and enhancements to public health.
• The most carbon-effective options for the city
to deliver these carbon cuts include improved
deep retrofitting of heating, lighting and
insulation in houses, cooling and insulation in
offices, shops and restaurants, and a range of
measures across the transport sector including
modal shift to non-motorised transport and the
wider up-take of electric vehicles.

• Options identified elsewhere that could be
considered in Belfast include promoting the
use of low carbon vehicles, electrification of
heating and cooking, and planting trees. Carbon
emissions could be cut further still through
behavioural and consumption-based changes
such as the promotion of active travel (e.g.
walking and cycling), reductions in meat and
dairy consumption and the generation of food
waste, and reduced consumption of concrete
and steel with more emphasis on green
infrastructure.
• The scale of activity and investment needed to
reach or even get close to the carbon emissions
reduction targets set is significant. We find that
across the city, many hundreds of thousands
of homes and square-metres of floorspace will
require retrofitting and widespread changes will
be needed in the travel patterns and the way that
people travel.
9
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Next Steps
• Belfast needs to adopt a clear and ambitious
climate action plan. The case for the adoption
of such a plan is supported by the evidence
that much – but not all – of the action that
is required can be based on the exploitation
of win-win low-carbon options that
will simultaneously improve economic,
social and health outcomes across the city.
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• The climate action plan should adopt
science-based targets for emissions
reduction. As well as longer term targets,
it should include five-yearly carbon
reduction targets.
• The action plan should focus initially
on Belfast’s direct (Scope 1 and 2)
carbon footprint as these emissions are
most directly under the city’s influence,
but in time it should also widen its
scope to consider its broader (Scope 3)
carbon footprint.

10

• The action plan should also set out the ways
in which Belfast will work towards achieving
these science-based targets, drawing on
the deployment KPIs listed in this report.
Action should also be taken to monitor and
report progress on emissions reductions.
• It is important to stress that delivering on these
targets will require action across the city and
the active support of the public, private and
third sectors. Establishing an independent
Belfast Climate Commission has already helped
to draw actors together and to build capacities
to take and track action.
• Driven by the Belfast Climate Commission,
leadership groups should be formed for key
sectors such as homes, public and commercial
buildings, transport and industry, to develop
clear plans for the delivery of priority actions
in each sector. All large organisations and
businesses in the city should also be asked to
match broader carbon reduction commitments
and to report back on progress.

11
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INTRODUCTION

Climate science has proven the connection between the concentration of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere and the extent to which the atmosphere traps heat and so leads
to global warming. The science tells us – with a very high level of confidence – that such
warming will lead to increasingly severe disruption to our weather patterns and water and
food systems, and to ecosystems and biodiversity. Perhaps most worryingly, the science
predicts that there may be a point where this process becomes self-fuelling, for example
where warming leads to the thawing of permafrost such that significant quantities of
greenhouse gases are released, leading to further warming. Beyond this point or threshold,
the evidence suggests that we may lose control of our future climate and become subject
to what has been referred to as dangerous or “runaway” climate change.
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Until recently, scientists felt that this threshold
existed at around 2ºC of global warming,
measured as a global average of surface
temperatures. However, more recent scientific
assessments (especially by the IPCC in 2018)
have suggested that the threshold should instead
be set at 1.5ºC. This change in the suggested
threshold from 2ºC to 1.5ºC has led to calls for
targets for decarbonisation to be made both
stricter (e.g. for the UK to move from an 80%
decarbonisation target to a net-zero target,
which it did in 2019), and to be brought forward
(e.g. from 2050 to 2030, which the UK has not
done, although many local authorities and other
places have set themselves this ambitious goal).

12

Globally, the IPCC suggests that from 2020
we can only emit 344 billion tonnes of CO2 if we
want to give ourselves a 66% chance of avoiding
dangerous climate change. We are currently
emitting over 37 billion tonnes of CO2 every year,
which means that we will have used up our
global carbon budget within a decade. It is
this realisation – and the ever accumulating
science on the scale of the impacts of climate
change – that led to calls for organisations and
areas to declare a climate emergency and to
develop and implement plans to rapidly reduce
carbon emissions.
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OUR APPROACH

(a). Measuring an Area’s Carbon Footprint
Any area’s carbon footprint – measured in terms
of the total impact of all of its greenhouse gas
emissions – can be divided into three types of
greenhouse gas emissions.
• Those coming from the fuel (e.g. petrol, diesel
or gas) that is directly used within an area and
from other sources such as landfill sites or
industry within the area. These are known
as Scope 1 emissions.
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• Those coming from the electricity that is
used within the area, even if it is generated
somewhere else. These are known as
Scope 2 emissions. Together Scope 1 and
2 emissions are sometimes referred to as
“territorial” emissions.
• Those associated with the goods and services
that are produced elsewhere but imported and
consumed within the area. After taking into
account the carbon footprint of any goods
and services produced in the area but that
are exported and consumed elsewhere,
these are known as Scope 3 or
consumption-based emissions.
In this report2 we focus on Scope 1 and 2
emissions, and exclude consideration of
long-distance travel and of Scope 3 or
consumption-based emissions. We do this
because Scope 1 and 2 emissions are more
directly under the control of actors within an
area, and because the carbon accounting and
management options for these emissions are
better developed.

We stress though that emissions from longer
distance travel (especially aviation) and
consumption are very significant, and also
need to be addressed.
(b). Developing a Baseline of Past, Present
and Future Emissions
Having a baseline of carbon emissions is key
to tracking progress over time. We use local
authority emissions data to chart changes in
emissions from 2005 to 2018. We also break this
down to show the share of emissions that can be
attributed to households, public and commercial
buildings, transport and industry.
We then project current emissions levels for the
period through to 2050. To do this, we assume
on-going decarbonisation of electricity in line with
government commitments and a continuation of
background trends in a) economic and population
growth, and b) energy use and energy efficiency.
Specific numbers for the key variables taken into
account in the forecasts are presented in the
technical annex published separately. As with
all forecasts, the level of uncertainty attached
increases as the time period in question extends.
Even so, it is useful to look into the future to
gauge the scale of the challenge to be addressed
in each area, especially as it relates to the
projected gap between the forecasted emissions
levels and those that are required if an area’s
emissions are to be consistent with a global
strategy to limit average warming to 1.5ºC.

(c). Setting Science-Based Carbon
Reduction Targets
To set science-based carbon reduction targets
for an area, we take the total global level of
emissions that the IPCC suggests gives us a 66%
chance of limiting average levels of warming to
1.5ºC, and divide it according to the share of the
global population living in the area in question.
This enables us to set the total carbon budget for
an area that is consistent with a global budget.
To set targets for carbon reduction, we then
calculate the annual percentage reductions from
the current level that are required to enable an
area to stay within its overall carbon budget.
(d). Identifying and Evaluating Carbon
Reduction Opportunities
Our analysis then includes assessment of the
potential contribution of approximately 130
energy saving or low carbon measures for:
• Households and for both public and
commercial buildings (including better
insulation, improved heating, more efficient
appliances, some small scale renewables)
• Transport (including more walking and
cycling, enhanced public transport, electric
and more fuel efficient vehicles)
• Industry (including better lighting, improved
process efficiencies and a wide range of other
energy efficiency measures).
We stress that the list of options that is assessed
may not be exhaustive; other options could be
available and the list can potentially be expanded.

For the options included, we assess the costs
of their purchase, installation and maintenance,
the direct benefits (through energy and fuel
savings) of their adoption in different settings and
their viable lifetimes. We also consider the scope
for, and potential rates of deployment of each
option. This allows us to generate league tables of
the most carbon- and cost-effective options that
could be deployed within an area.
It is important to note that we base the analysis
on current capital costs, although future costs and
benefits are adjusted for inflation and discounting
factors. This could be overly cautious if costs fall
and benefits increase as some options become
more widely adopted, or if the costs increase
as the rates of deployment increase. It is also
important to note that, although we consider
the employment generation potential of different
options, we do not consider the wider indirect
impacts of the different options relating to their
social, economic or environmental implications.
Beyond the range of currently available
options, we also consider the need for more
innovative or “stretch” options to be developed
and adopted within the area if it is to meet
its carbon reduction targets. These need to
be developed in each area, but the some of
the ideas for innovative options identified
elsewhere include targeting a full transition
to net-zero homes and public/commercial buildings
by 2030, promoting the rapid acceleration of
active travel (e.g. walking and cycling), tackling
food waste, reducing meat and dairy consumption
and reducing concrete and steel consumption/
promoting adoption of green infrastructure.

Further details of the data, assumptions and methodology are set out in a separate technical annex that is available at
https://pcancities.org.uk/reports.
2
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(e). Aggregating Up to See the
Bigger Picture
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Based on this bottom up analysis of the potential
for different options to be adopted within the
area, we then aggregate up to assess the
potential for decarbonisation within that area,
and the costs and benefits of different levels of
decarbonisation. We then merge the aggregated
analysis of the scope for decarbonisation with
the baseline projections of future emissions to
highlight the extent to which the gap between
the projected and required emissions levels
that can be met through different levels and
forms of action.
To break this gap down, we merge interventions
into three broader groupings:
• Cost-Effective (CE) options where the
direct costs of adoption are outweighed by
the direct benefits that they generate through
the energy savings they secure, meaning the
portfolio of measures as a whole has a positive
economic impact in present value. These
options may also generate indirect benefits,
for example through job creation, fuel poverty
and improved air quality and public health.

16

• Cost-Neutral (CN) options where the portfolio
of interventions mentioned above is expanded
to consider investments that may not be as
cost effective on their own terms, but where
the range of measures as a whole will have
near-zero net cost.
• Technical Potential (TP) options where the
direct costs are not (at present) covered by
the direct benefits. However, the cost of many
low carbon options is falling quickly, and again
these options could generate important indirect
benefits such as those listed above.
As it is unlikely that adopting all of the
cost-effective or even technically viable
options will enable an area to reach net-zero
emissions, we also highlight the need for a
fourth group of measures:
• Innovative or “stretch” options that include
low-carbon measures that are not yet widely
adopted. Some of the options within this group
may well be cost- and carbon-effective, and
they may also generate significant indirect
benefits, but whilst we can predict their carbon
saving potential, data on their costs and
benefits is not yet available.

(f). Developing Targets and
Performance Indicators
Linked to the analysis detailed above, we extend
our evaluation of potential emissions reductions
across Belfast’s economy to substantive,
real-life indicators for the levels of investment
and deployment required to achieve targets.
These Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
illustrate the scale of ambition required to
reach the emissions savings presented in
the Technical Potential scenario and are
disaggregated by sector.
(g). Focusing on Key Sectors
As well as presenting an aggregated picture,
we also focus on the emissions saving potential
in the housing, public and commercial buildings,
transport, and industry sectors. We focus in
on overall investment needs and returns, and
present more detailed league tables of the
most carbon- and cost-effective options that
could be adopted in each sector.

17
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DEVELOPING A BASELINE OF
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
EMISSIONS FOR BELFAST
Analysis shows that Belfast’s baseline (Scope 1 and 2) emissions have fallen by 42% since 2000,
due to a combination of increasingly decarbonised electricity supply, structural change in the
economy, and the gradual adoption of more efficient buildings, vehicles and businesses.
With full decarbonisation of UK electricity by 2045, and taking into account economic growth
(assumed at 1.5% p.a.), population growth (assumed at 0.1% p.a.) and on-going improvements
in energy and fuel efficiency, we project that Belfast’s baseline (Scope 1 and 2) emissions will
only fall by a further 6% by 2030, 10% by 2040, and 11% by 2050. This is a total of just over
51% between 2000 and 2050.

Currently, 39% of Belfast’s emissions come from the domestic housing sector, with transport responsible
for 20% of emissions, public and commercial buildings for 24% and industry 18%. Emissions related
to land use contribute c.0.5% and are not considered technically in this report. By 2050, under BAU,
we project emissions from transport will decrease very slightly (still producing c.19%) with a significant
11% increase in the proportion of emissions from housing. Small decreases are forecast in the proportion
of emissions from public and commercial buildings and industry, largely as a result of expansion in the
output of the domestic buildings sector over this period.
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Figure 1: Belfast’s Scope 1 and 2 Carbon Emissions (2000-2050)
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Figure 2: Belfast’s Present and Projected Emissions by Sector
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DEVELOPING A BASELINE OF PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE EMISSIONS
FOR BELFAST
Related to this emissions baseline, after evaluating the range of energy sources Belfast consumes
(spanning electricity, gas, all solid and liquid fuels across sectors) we find that in 2019, £296 million was
spent on energy across the city. Transport fuels generated the majority of this demand (52%), followed by
domestic buildings (30%) then public and commercial buildings and industry (15% and 3% respectively).
By projecting demand and energy prices into future with reasonable baseline assumptions over
population, inflationary measures and efficiency gains across the economy, we find that Belfast’s
business-as-usual (BAU) energy expenditure will likely grow to just over £332 million per year in 2030
and c.£466 million per year in 2050, with transport expenditure growing slightly (53%) in Belfast’s total
(see Figure 3 below).
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Figure 3: Belfast’s Present and Projected Energy Expenditure by Sector
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SETTING SCIENCE-BASED
CARBON REDUCTION TARGETS
FOR BELFAST
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has argued that from 2020, keeping within a
global carbon budget of 344 gigatonnes (i.e. 344 billion tonnes) of CO2 emissions would give us a 66%
chance of limiting average warming to 1.5ºC and therefore avoiding dangerous levels of climate change.
If we divide this global figure up on an equal basis by population, and adjust the budget to consider other
gases that contribute to climate change, this gives Belfast a total carbon budget of c.14 megatonnes over
the period between the present and 2050.

Such a trajectory would mean that the majority of all carbon cuts needed for Belfast to transition
to a 1.5ºC consistent pathway need to be delivered by 2030.

At current rates of emissions output, Belfast would use up this budget in just over a decade at some point
during the winter of 2030. However, Belfast could stay within its carbon budget by reducing its emissions
by c.8.4% year on year. This would mean that to transition from the current position where emissions
are 42% lower than 2000 levels to a local pathway that is consistent with the world giving itself a 66%
chance of avoiding dangerous, runaway climate change, Belfast should adopt the following carbon
reduction targets (on 2000 levels):
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Figure 4: Belfast’s Baseline and Science-Based-Target Emissions Pathways

by 2045

by 2050
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AGGREGATING UP: THE BIGGER
PICTURE FOR BELFAST
a) Emissions reductions
Our analysis predicts that the gap between the Belfast business-as-usual (BAU) emissions in 2050 and
the net-zero target could be closed by 41% (513 ktCO2e) through the adoption of Cost-Effective (CE)
options, by a further 11% (139 ktCO2e) through the adoption of additional Cost-Neutral (CN) options at
no net cost, and then by an additional 7% (93 ktCO2e) through the further adoption of all technically
viable (TP) options. This means that Belfast still has to identify the innovative or stretch options that could
deliver the last 41% (512 ktCO2e) of the gap between the business-as-usual scenario and net-zero in
2030 following science-based targets (SBT).
Table 1: Belfast’s Potential Five-Year Emissions Reduction Percentages

b) The most carbon- and cost-effect options
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Figure 6 (see p26) presents the emissions savings that could be achieved through different groups of
measures in Belfast. Appendices 1 and 2 present league tables of specific measures and their potential
emissions savings over this period.

Figure 5: Belfast’s BAU Baseline with Cost-Effective (CE), Cost-Neutral (CN), & Technical Potential (TP) Scenarios
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AGGREGATING UP: THE BIGGER
PICTURE FOR BELFAST
Simplified league tables of the most cost- and carbon-effective options in Belfast are presented below
(see Appendices 1 & 2 for more detailed league tables).
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Table 2: Belfast’s Top Ten Most Cost-Effective Emission Reduction Options

Figure 6: Simplified Emissions Reduction Potential by Measure for Belfast
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Table 3: Belfast’s Top Ten Most Carbon-Effective Emission Reduction Options
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AGGREGATING UP: THE BIGGER
PICTURE FOR BELFAST
Some of the ideas for innovative options identified elsewhere, that could also be considered for Belfast,
include targeting a full transition to net-zero homes and public/commercial buildings by 2030, promoting
the rapid acceleration of active travel (e.g. walking and cycling), tackling food waste, reducing meat
and dairy consumption and reducing concrete and steel consumption/promoting adoption of green
infrastructure. These are highlighted at the end of our report (“Innovative Stretch Measures for Belfast”).
c) Investment needs, paybacks and employment creation
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Exploiting the cost-effective options in households, public and commercial buildings, transport, industry
and waste could be economically beneficial. Although such measures would require total investments of
around £1.6 billion over their lifetimes (equating to investments of £160m a year across all organisations
and households in the city for the next decade), once adopted they would reduce Belfast’s total energy
bill by £286 million p.a. in 2050 whilst also creating 4,779 years of employment (239 full-time jobs for
20 years).
By expanding this portfolio of measures to at no net cost to Belfast’s economy (the Cost-Neutral
scenario), investments of £4 billion over their lifetimes (or £400m a year for the next decade)
would generate 11,751 years of employment (587 full-time jobs for 20 years) whilst reducing
Belfast’s emissions by 52% of projected 2030 levels.
Exploiting all technically viable options would be more expensive (at least at current prices,
c.£5 billion or £500m a year for the next decade) but realise further emissions savings – eliminating
59% of the projected shortfall in Belfast’s 2050 emissions, whilst saving hundreds of millions of pounds
on an annual basis.

Table 5: Potential Investments by Sector & Economic Scenario

Table 6: Potential Job Creation by Sector & Economic Scenario

Table 4: Potential Five-Year Investments and Energy Expenditure Savings
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DEVELOPING TARGETS AND
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
To give an indication of the levels of activity required to deliver on these broader targets, the tables below
detail total deployment across different sectors in Belfast through to 2050. We also give an indication of
the rate of deployment required in the city if it is to even come close to its climate targets. These lists
are not exhaustive, and also apply by measure; any one building or industrial facility will usually require
the application of several measures over the period. These figures effectively become Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for the delivery of climate action across the city.

Public & Commercial Buildings

Domestic Homes
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Table 7 (b): Belfast’s Sectoral Emissions Reduction KPIs for Public & Commercial Buildings

Transport

Table 7 (c): Belfast’s Sectoral Emissions Reduction KPIs for Transport
Table 7 (a): Belfast’s Sectoral Emissions Reduction KPIs for Domestic Homes
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FOCUSING ON KEY SECTORS
IN BELFAST
At full deployment (technical potential) across Belfast, we calculate that there is potential to
avoid 21 MtCO2e in emissions that will otherwise be produced in the city between 2020 and 2050.
The domestic sector will contribute most significantly toward this total, with a decarbonisation potential
of between 6 MtCO2e (cost-effective scenario) and 9 MtCO2e (technical potential) through the period.
However, transport, industry and public and commercial buildings also play a major role; upgrading
and retrofitting of Belfast’s built environment (including public and commercial sectors) could reduce
emissions by up to 5 MtCO2e over the same period at full technical potential, with transport similarly
showing the potential to decarbonise over 5 MtCO2e under the same conditions.
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Figure 8: Belfast’s Emissions Reduction Potential By Sector & Economic Scenario (2020-2050)

Figure 7: Belfast’s Emissions Reduction Potential (2020-2050) by Sector
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FOCUSING ON KEY SECTORS
IN BELFAST
In the following section summaries of the emissions reduction potential and economic implications of
investment are presented for the four main sectors. For display and continuity purposes, each sector is
displayed with a summary of the same metrics: (1) emissions reduction potential over time in the three
economic scenarios, (2) five-year totals for cumulative emissions savings, investment requirements and
annual energy expenditure reductions, and (3) a simplified table of the most cost-effective low carbon
measures applied in each sector across Belfast.
(a). Domestic Housing
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Table 8: Housing Emissions Reductions, Expenditure Savings and Investment Levels

Table 9: The Most Cost-Effective Measures for Housing
Figure 9: Housing BAU Baseline with Cost-Effective, Cost-Neutral and Technical Potential Scenarios
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FOCUSING ON KEY SECTORS
IN BELFAST
(b). Public & Commercial Buildings
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Table 10: Public and Commercial Buildings Emissions Reductions, Expenditure Savings and Investment Levels

Figure 10: Public and Commercial Buildings BAU Baseline with Cost-Effective, Cost-Neutral and Technical
Potential Scenarios

Table 11: The Most Cost-Effective Measures for Public and Commercial Buildings
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FOCUSING ON KEY SECTORS
IN BELFAST
(c). Transport
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Table 12: Transport Emissions Reductions, Expenditure Savings and Investment Levels

Figure 11: Transport BAU Baseline with Cost-Effective and Cost-Neutral Scenarios3

Table 13: The Most Cost-Effective Measures for Transport

Due to the high inherent cost effectiveness of many transport modal shift options, the TP scenario has been removed and emissions
pathways are covered by CE and CN only.
3
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FOCUSING ON KEY SECTORS
IN BELFAST
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Table 14: Industry Emissions Reductions, Expenditure Savings and Investment Levels

Figure 12: Industry BAU Baseline with Cost-Effective, Cost-Neutral and Technical Potential Scenarios

Table 15: The Most Cost-Effective Measures for Industry

4
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For display purposes interventions in industry have been aggregated here into process type.
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INNOVATIVE STRETCH
MEASURES FOR BELFAST
Even with full delivery of the broad programme of cross-sectoral, city-wide low carbon investment
described above, there remains an emissions shortfall of 41% between Belfast’s 2050 BAU baseline and
the net-zero target. Here we briefly consider the productivity of certain key technologies and interventions
that may well be able to plug this gap into the future. Many of these so-called “stretch options” are
innovative by nature but they will be required to reach Belfast’s targets in future.

Figure 13 below shows the impact that the adoption of these stretch measures would have on Belfast’s
carbon emissions, with the black dotted line showing the business-as-usual baseline, the red dotted
line showing emissions after adoption of all technically viable options and the grey dotted line showing
emissions after all technically viable and stretch options. This indicates that Belfast would still have some
residual emissions through to 2050. For illustration, the grey shaded area shows that in theory Belfast
could offset its residual emissions through a UK based tree planting scheme; however this would require
the planting of 62 million trees, which even with the densest possible planting would require 14000
hectares of land, equivalent to 122% of the total land area of the city.
Carbon emissions could be cut further still through with the adoption of behavioural and consumptionbased changes such as the promotion of active travel (e.g. walking and cycling), reductions in meat and
dairy consumption and the generation of food waste, and reduced consumption of concrete and steel,
with more emphasis on green infrastructure. Such consumption-based changes – which would impact
on the broader Scope 3 carbon footprint of the city – will be the focus of future work.
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Table 16: Decarbonising Potential of Stretch Measures (*Sequestration Values)

Figure 13: Sectoral Emissions Shortfall Reduction with Stretch Measures
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NEXT STEPS FOR BELFAST

Based on the analysis presented here we
recommend that if Belfast wants to stay within
its share of the global carbon budget, it needs to
adopt a clear and ambitious climate action plan.
The case for the adoption of such a plan
is supported by the evidence that much –
but not all – of the action that is required can
be based on the exploitation of win-win low
carbon options that will simultaneously improve
economic, social and health outcomes across
the city.
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A climate action plan for Belfast should adopt
science-based targets for emissions reduction,
including both longer term targets and five-yearly
carbon reduction targets.
The action plan should focus initially on
Belfast’s direct (Scope 1 and 2) carbon footprint
as these emissions are most directly under the
city’s influence, but in time it should also widen
its scope to consider its broader (Scope 3)
carbon footprint.
The action plan should clearly set out the ways in
which Belfast will work towards achieving these
targets, drawing on the deployment KPIs listed in
this report. Action should also be taken to monitor
and report progress on emissions reductions.

Establishing an independent Belfast Climate
Commission is helping to draw actors together
and to build capacities to take and track action.
It is important to stress that delivering on these
targets will require action across the city and
the active support of the public, private and third
sectors. The Belfast Climate Commission is acting
as a critical friend to the city, helping to promote
stakeholder engagement and build buy-in and
a sense of common ownership for the climate
action plan, as well as in supporting, guiding and
tracking progress towards its delivery.
For the future, Belfast Climate Commission
can help to establish leadership groups for key
sectors such as homes, public and commercial
buildings, transport and industry, and to prepare
clear plans for the delivery of priority actions in
each sector. Working with other Commissions
in the Place-Based Climate Action Network,
Belfast Climate Commission can also support
the development of low carbon projects and
programmes and the preparation of a low carbon
investment prospectus to encourage new forms
of climate finance to accelerate the city’s low
carbon transition.

It is important to stress that delivering on these
targets will require action across the city and
the active support of the public, private and
third sectors.
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APPENDIX 1. LEAGUE TABLE OF
THE MOST CARBON-EFFECTIVE
OPTIONS FOR BELFAST
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APPENDIX 2. LEAGUE TABLE
OF THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
OPTIONS FOR BELFAST
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PLACE-BASED CLIMATE ACTION
NETWORK (PCAN)
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The Place-based Climate Action Network
(PCAN) is about translating climate policy into
action “on the ground” in our communities.
The network commenced in January 2019 with
the aim of establishing an agile, effective and
sustainable network for climate action embedded
in localities and based around partnerships with
local authorities. Its objective is to build broader
capacity to effect transformative change.

The five-year project is led by an experienced
team of researchers with strong track records
of engaging with public, private and third-sector
decision-makers. PCAN builds on the policy
connections, networking capacity and research
strengths of its host institutions: Queen’s
University Belfast, the University of Edinburgh,
the University of Leeds and the London School
of Economics and Political Science.

PCAN is an ESRC-supported network that
brings together the research community and
decision-makers in the public, private and third
sectors. It consists of five innovative platforms
to facilitate two-way, multi-level engagement
between researchers and stakeholders: three
city-based climate commissions (in Leeds,
Belfast and Edinburgh) and two theme-based
platforms on adaptation and finance, with a
business theme integrated into each
climate commission.

For more information, go to
https://pcancities.org.uk or contact
pcan@lse.ac.uk

A NET-ZERO CARBON ROADMAP FOR BELFAST

PARTNERSHIPS

Our vision is for PCAN to produce a replicable
model that delivers climate policies on a global
to local scale, facilitating and inspiring places
across the UK, and this has started to take off:
alongside the original PCAN climate commissions
we are delighted to support new commissions
that have established in places such as Lincoln,
Surrey and Croydon, with ever more new
commissions coming on stream across the UK.
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Contact
pcan@lse.ac.uk
Published November 2020

https://pcancities.org.uk
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